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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study vras to determine wheEher

fourth-gradersr reading comprehension and writing ability were

significanEly interrelated when considering the story structure of

narraEi.ve text 
"

A descriptive study involving 36 fourt.h-graders was designed

to assess story sËructure knowledge through anarysis of the

subjectsr recall of Eext in reading and their productíon of Ëext

in writ.ing. Each subject read two "ideally-structured" passages,

retold the stories, and responded to ínferential questions

following the reEell.ings" Following an instructi.onal pre-wriLing

session, three independent \,rri.Ë,ing samples were collected from

each subjecË. The reading recal1 protocols and w'ricing samples

vrere assessed for knowledge of story sËruct.ure" The writing

samples were analyzed for qualiEy usi.ng an analytic writing sca1e.

Five statistical procedures $rere used in anaryzíng the data:

correlaÈion, stepwise regression, ANOVA, factor analysis and

t-tests.

Results of the sËudy indicated that. reading comprehension and

wriEi''rg ability were significantly correlated. correlational

calculations showed a nonsignificant relat.ionship between the
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total number of propositions recalled in reading and. Ehe total

number of proposiEions produced Ín writing. Correlation

coefficients for the producEion and recall of the seven story

grammar categories studied indicaEed a significant relat.ionship

for onry one category - "internal reaction". Further correlaEion

calculatlons revealed that inferential comprehension abilities in

reading and story grammar production in r¿riting were significantly

related. Analysis of variance revealed that the subjectsr writing

ability affected their production of sEory graümar categories

whereas their reading ability did not. Result,s of t-tests showed

that hígh abiliEy wri.ters used their knowledge of story graürmar

more effectívely in t.heir wriEing samples than díd the average and

low ability writers. correlat,ion and stepwise regression

procedures indicated that "mechanics" and "story granmar

caLegories" were the besr predictors of overall writing quality.

Factor analysis revealed that two separate dimensions of writíng

were being assessed by the analytic scale used. These Ewo

dÍmensions r^7ere best represent.ed by the "style" and

"charact.erization" components of the scale. Qualitative anarysis

of the data showed Lhat the subjects used their knowledge of story

structure in reading and writing text,

The results of this study lead the investigaEor to conclude

that: (1) reading comprehension and writing abiliEy were

- l-11- -



correlaLed and that responses Eo inferential probe questions were

the best predictors of wrj-Eing quality, (2) the toEal number of

propositional units \"rere not sensitive measures of reading

comprehension and wriLing ability, (3) the ability t,o recall story

granmar categories r¡ras not indicative of Lhe ability to produce

t.he same story grammar categories in writing, (4) inferential

probe scores were valid predictors of story granmar production ín

writing, (5) despite reading ability, fourth-graderst story

structure knowledge had fully emerged in its influence on text

production, (6) only proficient vrriEerst story sEruct,ure knowledge

had fu1ly emerged in its influence on Eext production,

(7) "mechanics" and "story grammar category" components of the

wríting scale were the best predictors of writing quality,

(8) fourth-graders used an internalized story schema (with varying

levels of success) to aid in recalling and producing t.ext"

-l-v-
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Chapter I

PIIRPOSE AND STGNIFICANCE OF TIIE STUDY

Purpose

The purpose of this study vrâs to det.ermfne w?reLher fourth-

graders I reading comprehenslon and writing ability rrere

signlficantly ínÈ,errelated rshen considerlng the story structure of

narrative t,ext,, IÈ has been shown that reading skills are related

Ëo wrlting skllls (Evanchenko, 011i1a & Armstrong, I974; Loban,

1976), and that when the reader possesses an appropriaËe schema

for a wrltten Eext, comprehension of Lhat texÈ is enhanced (Chodos

& Mosenthal, 1978; Mandler & Johnson , Lg77; Meyer , Lg77).

Researchers have suggest,ed that knowledge of appropriate story

schema rn¡y also affect wríting performance (Mosenthal, 1983;

Taylor & Beach, 1984),

Language proficÍency has been studied exËensívely over the

pasÈ Ëlto decades, buË researchers have only recently begun to

seriously study writing, especially at Ehe lower grade levels

(Graves, 1980; Hayes & Flower, 1983).

Syntactic flueney has persisÈed as the prirnary measure in

assessing language ability. The ulni¡nal terminal r¡nft (T-unÍt)

which r+as defined and validated by llunt (1965), has proven to be a

useful index of synËactic gror^rth (O'Donnell , L976). Syntactic

fluency, however, is noË synonymous with wrlting quality as



reported in the works of Crowhurst (1983) and IIay (19S4); but, ir

is one aspect. worthy of consideration when assessing writing

quality Strav¡ (i981) and Cooper (1975).

rt has been suggested that language âssessmenË uust consi-der

a number of variables beyond that of syntactic ability (Cooper,

I975, 1983; Mosenthal, I983). For this reason, a narrative

analytic scale was developed for this sËudy so as to consider

Ëhose variables which were most sensitive to Ehe proposed writing

task. Research has suggest.ed that these variables be included in

a comprehensive assessnent device (Applebee, 1980; Cooper , 1977) 
"

Furthermore, Bereiter & Scardamalia (1983) suggested that story

gramrnar research nay yield insights lnto those knowledge

structures that direct composing and thus aid in understandíng

thaÈ process " The analytíc scale used in this study vüas developed

to assess writing ability aË a syntactic and semantic level, while

seeking to isolate knowledge of story strucËure in hope of gaining

insight into the composing process c

Research studying the Ínterrelationship between the language

processes (i.e. reading, writing, listening and speaking) have

added a further dinension to the understanding of the conposing

process. Jensen (1984) claimed thaÈ Loban (1976) had advanced the

most compelling argunent for the shared bases of the language

areas r¡hen he report.ed thaË children who performed well in one



language area Lended to perform well in others. Unfortunately,

the nature of the relationship between the language processes

remains unclear. Shanahan (1980) and Stotsky (1983) have

comprehensively reviewed the research relating reading and

writing, and concluded that much remains to be l-earned regarding

this relationship. Galda, (1982), however, suggested that

children who were compeEent in both reading and wríting, tried to

rcreatet meaning in both processes. Squlre (1984) concurred that

composing and comprehending are interr¡rovenr tprocess-oriented

thinking skílls | . The research question posed in this study

sought to examine the relationship between reading and \driting

based on Squire and Galdats premises.

Previous studies of the reading-writing relationship have

used rather general measures of language arts abilities. This

study sought to consider the language interactions using text.

structure as a basis for analysis. The text analysis procedure

ernployed in this st,udy stemmed from Kíntsch's proposal (1977 ) that

text could be sysEemaËically broken down into proposit.ions or idea

units and analyzed so as t.o permit careful study of what was

encoded and recalled by the reader. This method of representing

text has proven Eo be invaluable in research seeking to compare

text structure and readerts recall (Tierney & l'losenÈha1 , 1982).

Further, Eext analysis research has suggested that there were



specific aspects of text structure which affecEed the reca11 of

information. Mandler and Johnson (L977), RumelharË (I975) 
" and

stein and Glenn (1977) have reported that rnost readers possess a

form of story structure which i.nfluences reading comprehension.

They have Èheorized formal models of story grâmm¿¡ which dictate

rewriEe rules in generating well-formed stori.es o rn thls study,

Mandler and Johnsonts (1977) model of story gramm¿¡ was used as a

basis for assessing reading comprehension and writing quality as

it has been suggested Ehat Èheir model holds the most promise for

research (Reder, 1980).

Hay (1984), Taylor (1982), and Taylor and Beach (1984) have

extended Ëhe use of text süructure to considering its impact on

lrriting abiliLy. Taylor and Beach (1984) shov¡ed that students

taught to attend to exposiEory f.ext structure demonstrated

superior recall of ËexË, and scored higher in vrriting quality rhan

did the control subjects. Hay (1984) who srudied primary grade

children, found that production of certaín story grâmm¿¡

strucEures r^ras developmental and differed across modes of language

production. This study sought to extend the above research

regarding the relaÈionship between narrative text structure and

reader-writer performance at the inËermediat.e grade 1evel.

Finally, an assessuent of Ëhe relationship between reading

and writing necessitared not only a comprehensive, sensitive



measure of \^zriting ability, but a comparable measure of reading

cornprehension as well. This study has employed free and cued

recall, Eogether with inferent.ial comprehension quesEions in

assessing reading ability.

Recently, analysi.s of free recall has been used in assessing

the degree of texË based and schema based processing. The

assumption is made that recall resulted from various cognítive

operations beíng performed upon propositions in the r^/ritten texL

to arrive aE propositions encoded and retrieved by the reader

(Thomas & Bridge, 1980). In addition, Tierney, Bridge and Cera

(1977) have found that minimally cued or probe questions elicited

additional informat.ion from both good and poor readers. Tierney

and Bridge (L979) further suggested that it was in the comparison

of the reader's recall of text to the actual structure of the

passage itself that the nature of the reader's organizational

methods could be assessed. The role played by text sEructure and

how that relates to reader-writer input was of particular

int,erest.

In conclusion, it. has been reported Ehat readers selectively

recall.only parËs of Ehe total- message conveyed in a passage"

Furthermore, Lhese parts correspond directly to well-structured,

interrelated uniEs of semant.ic informaEion as concepts, sËaEes or

events (Bower, 1976; Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Stein & Glenn,



1977). This observati.on laid the foundation for the present

s tudy.

Stateuent of the Problen

The purpose. of Ëhis study \,ras to deternine whether

fourth-gradersr reading comprehension and writing ability were

significantly int,errelaÈed when considerÍng the story structure of

narrative text. The following main questions were addressed:

I . I.JhaE 1s the relationship between fourËh-graders t reading

and writing abilities based on free recall, comprehension probe,

free reca11 plus comprehension probe scores and analytic writing

scale scores?

2. I{hat are the effects of ability leve1 on production of

story graumar categories?

a) I{ill st,udent.s who are placed in high, average and low

ability groups by their total reading comprehension scores produce

dÍfferent story granmar categories in their independent wriËings?

b) I^Iill students who are placed in highe average and low

ability groups by their Ëotal writing scores produce differenr

story gramnar categories in their independent wriEings?

3. What are the relationships among overall writing ability

scores and the components of the analytic writing scale (Story

Grammar Category, Characterization, Mechanics, Sentence SËructure,



Sty1e, and Word Usage)?

4. will there be qualitat,ive differences in the studentst use

of story grammar categories in their reading recall protocols and

Eheir independent hrriting samples?

Significance of the Study

The present study was designed to ínvestigaLe Ehe nature of

the reading-writing relationship in líght of the recent

psycholinguistic research on text analysis and comprehension. An

emerging trend toward viewing language arts instruction and

assessEenÈ as an integraÈed entiÈy, combined wiËh recent research

seeking to define the readerts comprehension of Ëext as a

const.ructive process have suggested a need for further study of

the reading-\^rriting relationship.

CurrenËly, Manitoba teachers are guided by curricula

sËipulating thaL the language arËs should be taughL in a holistÍc

manner. Further, a nationwide trend is ernerging in which lrïiting

is assessed along wiËh reading when judging communicative

co¡npetence (Galda, L9B2). Practising teachers would be greatly

assisted by knowing how reading and writing inËeract, There has

been a great deal of research reported on facilitating reading

performance complemented wit.h a growing body of research on the



\^/rit.ing process on Ehe readerrs schema for stories, and on lext

analysis. A minimal amount of research pointing out the causal

relationships anong t,he language arts areas i,¿as found in the

lit.erature. The present st.udy sought to further define the

interrelationshÍps between rhe reading and writing processes

considering the reader, writer, Eext and competence variables.

Further support for t.his study comes from the needs suggesËed

in previous research.. Harnmí11 and llcNutt (1981) cited the need

for research in defining more precisely the naLure of Ëhe

reading-writing relationship. rn addition, sEotsky ( I983) pointed

to a need for research studying these two language acts beyond the

mere measurement of syntactic level Ëo consider other variables

affecting \,rriting performance. In relation to reading

comprehension, a number of researchers have raised questions

regarding assessment methods" The recent work of Rossnagel (1984)

has raised concerns as Lo the effectiveness of quest,ions asked in

informal readíng inventories. That is, it appears that whaË is

presently accepted as a valid comprehension assessment may be

merely reflecting those aspecÈs of comprehension deemed important

by Ehe inventory authors rather lhan a true representation of a

generalizable domain of comprehension, Added to this, Gordon

( 1985) has suggested Lhat answering inferential questions may

require the reader to actively construct. meaning from text whereby



both textual information and readerrs schema are in.egrated in
formulating responseso Both claims need further sËudy.

Furthermore, Tlerney and cunningham (iggo) have suggesLed tha'
there is a scarciEy of research into effecti-ve questioníng linked
to a model of text or a model of reading.

Moreover, the emergence of formal models of Eext structure
(Mandler & Johnson, Ig77; Thorndyke, 1977; van Dijk , Ig77), and

the assumption that such a sLructure has a psychological

counterpart (schema) existing in the readerrs mind (Bower, 1976;

chodos & Mosenthal, LgTB), provided. a framework for researching

the naËure of text comprehension, as well as text production.

Fina11y, this study sought to outline what constitutes acceptabre

narrative writing at a time when rinEuitive judgementf remaíns the
prevailing measure of wriring ability (Diederich, Ig74).

TheoreEi.cal Framework

Analysis of children's abí1iËy ro recall an ideally
structured narrative after reading may reveal the knowledge of an

appropriaLe sEory schema which, in turnr Eây be reflected in the

ability Ëo produce well structured (qualitatíve) writing of
narrative text. The assumpËions underlying fhe proposed

relationship of reading and writing processes are based on
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theories of cognitive psychology regarding text structures and

psycholinguistic theories of reading and writing.

Psychologísts have proposed that the learner is an active

agent constructing meaning from Eext to be encoded and recarled

(Bartlett, 1932; Commission on Reading, 1985). Researchers have

proposed various representations of text structures and story

graûmars along \,/ith the generation of rules which defined an icleal

sLory based on those structures mosE likely to be encoded and

recalled by che recipient (Kintsch, L977; Mandler & Johnson,

1977; Meyer L977; Rumelharr , L975; van Dijk, 1977) 
"

Furthermore, it has been suggested that children develop an

int,ernal story schema comparable to the idealized LexË structure.

This schema is activated when aLternpEing to construct meaning from

text.

Psycholinguists have similarly argued thaE reading involves

the reader bringing meaning to the text. Goodman (1970) and

Pearson and Johnson (1978) described reading as an interactive

process whereby Ëhe reader actively constructs meaning frorn what

is printed in the text. In a paral1e1 vein, BriEton, Burgess,

Martin, Mcleod and Rosen (1975) and Applebee (l9BI) have defined

wri Eing

seeking

a constructi.ve process which involves the writer

encode and coumunicate meaning. Mosenthal (1983)

AS

to

further suggested that the structure and content of a writerts
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schema are refl-ecEed in the very structure and contenE of what a

writer wriÈes" Not only has Eheory drawn reading and wri_cing

together due to a comparable construct.ive processing base, but it

has exË,ended the analysis of text structure so as to outline a

processing model for comprehension and producti.on of Lext.

A second t,heoreEical assumption that must be addressed in

this study involves the dilernma of measuring students t performance

in hope that their compeEence is represented by chat performanceo

That is, ít is possible Lo measure the subjects'use of story

grammar through calculation and analysis of propositions recalled

in reading protocols and produced in independenL writing samples.

sLory schema, however, can only be inferred from Ehe studentsf

performance on the dependenÈ measures used in this study. For Ehe

purpose of Ëhis study, it is assumed that story grammar components

observed in text produced and recalled reflects the studentts

story schema.

Definition of Terms

Comprehension Probe Score - (COUP¡ The readíng comprehension

score is the rnark a subject. obtains on the five inferential

quesEions asked after reading Ëhe passages" See Appendix A.iii.

Free Recall Score - (Propn) The reading recall score
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represents the total number of propositions recalled by a student

afËer reading the passage, See Appendix A.ii.

Propositions - Idea or pausal units into which text can be

segmented. Each unit consists of a single idea uni-t, includes an

Índependent clause which nay have a dependent clause appended and

represents the surface st,ruct.ure of text. See Appendix A.íi.

Propositions Produced - The PropP score is the toËa1 number

of propositions written in the independent wriËing sample.

story Grarnmar - Normally a setting (set), initiating event

(tn¡, internal response (IR), goal (G), attenpt (A), outcorne (O),

and emphatic ending (E). A proposed uodel represenËing those

syntactic and semanEi.c st.ructures defined as common to simple

stories (Mandler & Johnson, 1977) " See Appendix D.

Story Schema - The reader's idealized, internal

representati.on of the parts of a typical story and Ehe

relaÈionship arnong those parËs that serve to facilitate both

encoding and retrieval of information" (After Mandler & Johnson,

r977) "

Syntactic Fluency - Syntactic fluency is represented by the

mean T-unit length, the extenE of the studentts ability Eo use

complex grammatical structures j.n wriLing (HunË , lg77).
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ToËal Readíng score - (pcror) The su¡a of the comprehension

probe score (co¡'tp) and the free recall score (propn) obtained by

the student after reading the passage 
"

Total l,Iriting Score - (TI,IS) The rtrriting score is a certain

uark on the analytic writing scale which serves Eo represent

qualitative, narraËive wrÍ-ting. The analytic wriEing scale was

designed by the experimenter (based on the Grazer scale , rgTL).

The score represenË.s a total of six componenÈs subscores: story

Grammar category (sGC), characterizaËion (char), Mechanics (Mech),

SËy1e (Style), SenEence structure (Sents), and. Word usage (l^iordU) 
"

See Appendix B.

Summary

This study was designed Eo determine whether fourth-graders r

reading comprehension and \,¡riting ability were significantly

interrelated when considering story st.ructure of narrative text.

The basic rat.ionale for this study was founded on a need to

i-nvesËigate the specific naÈure of the reading-writing

inËeraction. The recent work of psychologists and psycholinguists

have provided the basj-c theories and. methods w-ith which to analyze

language-user, Eext-inËeracËion objectively, Both the read.er and
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writer have been defined as "creators of meanÍnC" by previous

researchers " The need to examine the relationship between t.hese

two language act.s emanated from curricular demands and previous

research findings "

The rationale and theoretical framework for this study has

been reported j.n Chapter t. Chapter 2 provides a review of the

literature. The third chapter describes the experimental design,

dependent. measures and the statistical procedures used. In

Chapt.er 4, the data is reported and Ehe statistical findings are

analyzed. Chapter 5 discusses and summarizes the findings,

conclusions, and iruplications reported in the previous chapter.



Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduct.ion

The nain purpose of this study r,ras t,o determine whether

fourth-graderst reading comprehension and vzriEing ability were

significantly interrelated when considering the story structure of

narrative text. The literature suggesËs that reading and writing

are related and that Lhe knowledge of an appropriaEe story schema

facilitates reading comprehension. Therefore, iÈ was hypothesized

that the knowledge of narrative sËory schema may provide a

connecting link in the interrelationship between reading and

writing. That is, knowledge of an appropriate story schema nay

not only facilitate reading couprehension, but may also result in

superior writing ability. The literature revievred pertains to the

measurenents of productive language, the reading-wriËing

relationship and the knowledge of story sËructure as a factor in

reading and writing achievemento
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Measurement of Productive Language

Research relating to the measuremenL of language has been

divided into three sections to include studies concerned. with

measuring syntactic fluency, studies that attempted to relate

syntactic fluency to writing quality and sÈud.ies that anaryzed.

writing guality.

A number of researchers have studied the developrnent of

productive language abilíty by anaryzing the syntactic nature of

childrenfs language samples. These studies have concluded Lhat

syntactic fluency is a valid predictor of productive language

ability, is developnental and measurable.

Loban ( 1963) conducted an extensive language study of 33g

children from kÍndergarten Ehrough grade six seeking to examine

the relationship between the language processes. As a result of

his study, a syst.ematic method for measuring language ability was

developed. He found Ehat. language samples segrnenLed. and analyzed

using "communication units" (independenE clauses) predicted

language development in his subj ects over t.he period of the

longitudinal study. Each successive grade showed a gain in the

average number of words per unit, as well as an increase in the

number of acLual unlEs produced.
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Seeking to pinpoint vThich specific measure of syntactic

ability best predicted language ability, Hunt (1965) conducted a

quantitative sEudy of grammatical strucLures used by children and

adults in their writing. He examined the writings of 18 children

aE Ehree grade levels: 4, B, and 12; and compared Ehose samples

Ëo the \,riting of magazj-ne journalists. of the five indices of

syntactic maturity calculated, Hunt reported that T-unit length

(rnininal t.erminal unit length) was the best predictor of fluency.

He concluded that the T-uniE was a valid measure of syntactic

maturity.

The findings of 0tDonnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967)

concurred with Hunt's (1965) findíngs in that T-units were found

to be discri¡ninating indicators of syntactic maturity along the

developmental continuum for both oral and writEen language

0rDonnell, Griffin, and Norris (L967), and Hunt (1970) attesred ro

Ehe generalizability of Hunt's (i965) earlier T-unit findings to a

larger, more representative sample of children. Despite the

passage of twenty years, Hunt's (1965) procedure for measuring the

grammatical complexity of language has endured as a valuable tool

to be uced by language researchers.
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Syntactic Fluency as Related to Writing Quality

Equipped with a guage with which to measure syntactic

fluency, language researchers Eurned their attention Lo issues

regarding the acceleraËion of syntactic deveropment and Ehe effect

syntaeEic ability had on the other language processes. studies

sought to determine whether language fluency courd be improved

through inst.ructional intervenLion and whether growth in syntactic

fluency resulted in improved \^rriLing quality.

0rHare (1973) carried out an intervention sËudy with

seventh-graders to deternine whether syntactic maturity and

r^/riting quality would improve as a result of experimental

inÈervention. He found that. sentence-combining practise did

enhance Ehe syntactfc complexity of children's writing.

Furthermore, thls increased eomplexity \Àras found to have a

positive effect on the qualiEy of the compositions as rated by a

forced choice of matched pairs procedure.

Combs (L976) extended O'Hare's (1973) work by adding rhe

dimenslon of a delayed post-test four months after intervention in

order to determine Ëhe long-term effect sentence-combining had on

v/riting ability" Delayed post-test results revealed that while

the experirnental group showed a decline in the use of

syntactically eornprex structures, the difference from Lhe control

group remained significant. rt was c.oncluded thaÈ the EreatmenÈ
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grouprs writings \{ere moËe complex syntactical.ly than those of the

control group; !¡ere more mature after intervention; and were

judged superior in quality over Ehose of the control group.

Further, the writing quality gains made by the experimental group

persisted aft,er an eight week delay.

seeking to det.ermine t,he degree of relationship between the

gains in syntacti.c maturity and the gains in writing quality,

Faigley (L979) conducted an intervention study aimed at irnproving

the writing qualit,y of college students. After instructing the

subjects in generative rheËoric, it was found that the treaEment

group surpassed Ëhe control group on the five measures of

syntactic maturiEy (T-unit length, words per clause, clauses per

T-unit, percencage of words i-n free modifiers, and percentage of

T-units with final free modifiers). Furthermore, a holistic

method of rating compositions reported a significant gain in

quality aft,er treatment. for Ehe experimental group, but not. for

the control group. Multiple regressi.on anarysis indicated Lhat

the five measures of synËacÈic maËurity, along with total essay

length, accounEed for 22 percenE of the variance in quality

scores.

Ffeanwhile, Stewart and Grobe (L979) studied the resulrs of a

province-wide writing assessment program in hope of discovering

the relationship beLween syntactÍ.c maËuriEy, mechanics and quality
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ratings assigned by teachers. An analysis of variance revealed a

progressive j.ncrease in syntactic development across the three

grades studied (5, 8, and Il)" Stepwise regression calculations,

however, revealed Ehat spelling errors and essay length

constituted the rnajority of vari.ance accounted for in qualiry

rat,ings. Further, the only syntactic varj.able to correlate

positively with writing quality was T-unir length at the fifth

grade level.

crowhurst (1983) extensively reviewed the literature relating

synLact.ic fluency and writ.ing quality. Two maín conclusions \¡rere

drawn from the research cited: a) that common measures of

syntactic fluency, as T-unit or clause length, were noc valid

predictors of writing abí1iËy, and b) although sentence-combining

practise appeared to enhance \^¡riting ability, Ëhere were variables

other than T-unit or clause length which influenced that ability.

Crowhurstts review further supported the emerging literature

suggesting that variables beyond the syntactic level must be

considered in analyzíng wriËing quality. Furtheruore, she

extended r+hat was already known about syntactic ability and

writfng quality in Ewo subsequent studies which examined the

composiËions of students in grades 6, 10, and 12. She found Ehat

narrative composilions with lovr T-unít means r^/ere rated superior

in qualíty Ëo those l¡ith high T-unit means (CrowhursË, l980a), In
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a second sEudy (CrowhursE, i980b), syntactically complex

argumentaLive composit.ions resul-ted in superior quality ratings

while syntactically complex narraEive compositions did noc result

in superior qualiLy raËings. It was concluded Lhat the argument

mode maximized the wri-terrs syntacLic resources, whereas the

narraEive mode did not.

Evaluating I,Iritten ComposiEions

DespiUe a growing interest in the area of writing, research

on writ.ten composit,ion remains in a relatively infant staLe. The

lit,erature reviewed here shall trace tr^ro emerging t.rends

concerni.ng writLen composÍtion: a) studies dealing wit,h the

assessment of writEen products, and b) studies dealing wiËh the

composing process. A final section shall outline the research

seeking to nerge the product-process trends.

Braddock, Lloyd-Jones and Schoer ( 1963) published a summary

of the research exist.ing ín wrlting. In their report, they

cautioned Ehat Ehere rtere variables affecting writing performance

which had been negrected in previous writing research. They named

assignment, environment, cognitive development, student interest

and perception of audience as uncontrolled variables which rnay

have influenced previous research findings. Further, they

specified rneEhods of assessnenÈ, narnely general ínnpression,
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composition scalesrand analytical methods, as discriminating

measures of writing performarice. Subsequent to Braddock,

Lloyd-Jones and Schoerts (1963) report, writing research branched

into product assessments and process studies.

Beginning in the late sixties and early seventj_es, writing

studies measuring synÈacLic fluency came under severe crj.ticism:-

"This research achieves only strnplicity; unfortunately, in its

quest for sirnplicity, it, renders the definition of classroom

\^rriting competence meaníngless" (Mosenthal , 1983:46) " The

measurement of syntactic fluency in assessíng language development

was specifically criticfzed for considering linguistic performance

while totally ignoring meaning sources. Consequently, composition

researchers sought to develop writing assessments which were boEh

sensitive to task requirements and reflective of eomposition

quality (Cooper, L975; Diederich, I974; GIazer, I97L; Srah1,

L974). Details of the writing assessmenLs constructed, along with

their shortcomj.ngs, were reviewed by Cooper (1975, 1977 ) and shall

noE be dealt with here. Further, Cooper (1977) outlined six

objectives to be addressed when evaluating grohrth in studentsf

composition writing: standard language usage, synEactic fluency,

writing quality, students' willingness to write, sÈudent.s' valuing

of their writing, and Ehe actual writ.ing contributions made.

Bauer (lgAt) analyzed 120 narrative and descriptive
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compositions of high school students Eo deterroine the most

effect,ive method of written product assessment " She found that of

the three methods of scoring studied (Diederich's LI974l Analytlc

Writing Sca1e, a holistic general irnpression rating, and a prirnary

Eraít rating) ttre analyti-c scale proved to be the most reliable

method, while the holistic rating h7as, however, the most Line

efficient.

hlhile writing researchers continued to call for

comprehensive, t.ask sensitive measures for assessing writEen

products (Cooper, I97L; Straw, l98l), process-orienÈed

researchers att,acked the analysis of writEen products as opposed

Lo analysis of the writing process on Ëhe grounds that w'riting is

a constructive process and needs to be assessed as such (Applebee,

1980). Consonant with this process view of writing was Ëhe

emergence of descriptive studies. The process studies appeared to

cluster around three main areas: a) t.he stages of writing within

t.he social conËext of the classroom, b) error analysis studies,

and c) studies which examined the writlng process as a part of

the greater field of language. The following review shall discuss

the studies as relaËed to these three caEegories.

Graves' (1975) research sÈudied writing behaviors displayed

l¡iÈhin the classroom situation. Through dj.rect observation,

analysis of writing samples, inËervlewlng of eight children, and
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an indepth case study on one child, Graves drew a number of

concluslons regarding what children did during the composing

process. He concluded that: a) the purpose, method, and

perspective that a ehild had for \,ffiring was highly individual and

reflective of personal characteristics; b) many variables

interacted Ëo influence the composing process; c) writing process

behaviors were developmental and had a greaEer irnpact on the

writing process than did the conËext. in which the wrtEing r"ras

done. Nonetheless, different classroom environments did resul¡ in

variance of length, frequency, and nature of written product.s"

Britton, Burgess, Martin, Mcleod, and Rosen (1975) sought to

define the nature of the hrriting process through examinatj_on of

2L2 wrj-t-9en products from 500 children rangfng in ages from eleven

to eighteen years. The researchers analyzed wriEing from Ewo

perspectives: a) the samplers function (expressive, poetic, or

transactíonal); and b) audience (self, teacher, or broader

audience), in hope of discovering a developmental trend in

childrents written language. They found that 9o% of the r.¡ritten

products \^rere intended for a teacher or examíner audience. of the

minimal wrítings aimed at a more public audience, the majority

were of poetic function and Ëended to decline with increasing

grade level. Transactional writing has overwhelmingly the mosE

frequently engaged in by students from sevent.h grade upward.
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Expressive wricing, the mode that these experimenters felt best

adapted Lo self-discovery and inquiry, occupied only 6% of.

fifth-graders' writings; 47. of. seventh-gradersr writings, and 2Z

of twelfth-gradersr writings " The argument which claimed thaL

expressive writing is a vehicle for problem-solving and creat.ing

rneaning from experience was echoed by ì,lartin, Df Arcy, Newton, and

Parker (1976) and Applebee (1981),

Mart,in, DrArcy, Newton, and Parker (L976) reported that the

expressive mode constiË.uted only 5 and 4 percent of fifth and

seventh grade writings, respecËively" Again, transactional

writ.ing comprised the greatest. portion of the r.¡riting samples.

conmon thread in Lhe previously mentioned research was that

expressive wriËing offers insight into the \"r'riting-thinking

relationship" Amiran and Mann (1982) extensively reviewed Ehe

research dealing with cognitive factors that affect writing. They

concluded that for classroom purposes, v¡riting assessment needs Ëo

be direct and nindful of task and writer,

Meanwhfle, error-analysis researchers began defining methods

of process assessments in writing that would tap the behaviors in

which writers engage (BarritË & Kroll , L97B; Duke, 1979; and

Kro1l & Schafer, 1977) " This body of literature suggested that in

consEructing meaning, the wriEer often generalized or misused his

system of ru1es. They suggesÈed an error-analysls procedure,
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based on miscue analysis in reading (Goodman & Burke, L972) to

detect underlying sources of writing errors.

Applebee (1980, l98l) and King and Renrel (1981) extended rhe

analysis of Ëhe writing process so as to examine iË within the

larger context of language. Applebee (1980) used the terms

rparticipant' and rspectatort to differentiate the use of ranguage

to exchange and create experience. In furÈher explaining the

meaning development and exchange involved in wriLing, Applebee

(i981) proposed Ehat wriEing involves Ehree distinct sËages:

pre-writing, writing or discovering neaning, and editing.

King and Rentel (1981) srudied 72 childen from kindergarren

to grade Evro over a E\,ro year period" Their examination of oral

and writEen compositions revealed that story production improved

after insEructional intervention emphasizing meanÍ.ng and providing

arnple exposure to well-wriEten stories. These researchers

concluded that. oral language proficiency interacted wiLh growing

knowledge of r^rritten language result.ing in improved writÍng

abiliLies.

Writing researchers in the 1980ts are seeki.ng to draw

together what is known about both the writing process and Ehe

written produet in order to further underst.and writEen language

abÍ1ities" Mosenthal (I983) described a contextual model of

r.rrit,ing to consider the setting, w-ríler, situation organi.zation
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and naterial variables when assessing \rrriting performance. He

sCressed that writing competence was dependent on many variables.

NoneEheless, Ehe nature of the writing process remains unclear,

and product analysis persists as common urethod of v¡riting

performance assessment (Straw, 198I). Present day researchers

continue to speculate that a direcL link exists between Ehe

written product and the composing process. Furthermore, it may be

in the analysis of Ehe r.rritten work that the composer's schema

becomes apparent (Bereiter & Scardamalia, I983; MosenËha1, 1983).

In summary, writlng research has moved from quantitative

measurement of syntactic fluency (Hunt, 1965; Loban, 1963;

0rDonnel1, Griffin & Norris, L967) t.o the comparison of synEactic

fluency and wriËing quality (Combs, 1976; Crowhurst, 1983;

Faigley, 1979; 0'Ilare,1973; Stewart & Grobe,1979),

Simultaneously, a body of research on rneasuring writing

performance grer¡r from assessing syntactic flueney (Hunt, 1965) t.o

assessing wrlting products eornprehensively for quality while

considering variables of task requirement, purpose, and conErol

(Mosent.hal, i983). Although product assessnents remained under

fire by process-oriented researchers (Applebee, 198l; Graves,

1975), t.he líterat.ure attested t.o a merging of product-process

analysis in order Ëo gain maximum insÍghÈ into language compeÈence

(Mosenthal, 1983; Scardanalla & Bereit,er, 1983).
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The Reading-Writing Relationship

The research conducted on the reading-wriEing relaEionship

remains minimal despiEe growing bodies of work in both areas when

considered as separaEe entÍties. An exEensive review of the

literature hras reported by stotsky ( 1983). The research reviewed

here shall be reported in Er^/o sect.ions: correlational studies and

sLudies seeking to relate reading and writing through

ínstructional intervention.

Correlational St,udies

Researchers examining the relationship between reading

achievement and rrrit.ing quality have reported a positive

relationship (D¡Angelo, 1977; Fischo , Lg66; Grobe & Grobe , L977;

Loban, 1963)" Loban (1963) undertook an extensive st,udy which

examined the interrelationship of the four language arts areas.

He reported thaÈ. upper elementary sEudents wiEh high language

abiliLy also had above average reading ability; conversely, those

students with low language ability generally were below average

readers ' Nonetheress, Lobanr s fourth-grade sample did include a

number of good readers/poor writers and poor readers/good writers.

These combinat,i.ons tended Eo decrease wiEh the passage of five

years and he concluded chaL there \^ras a nore definiËe relatj-onship

between reading and rrrriting as children grew o1der. Grobe and
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Grobe (L977) studied college studentsf writing performance and

reading achievement, and reported that Ehe capable wri.ter's

reading scores exceeded those of Èhe average writ.ers. Further,

the results of a rnultiple regressíon calculatíon found that

v¡riting performance attributed to "25 of. the reading variation.

Other researchers explored the nature of the reading-writ.ing

relationshíp. Studies emerged in the seventies which examined the

synEactic writing abiliËies as Lhey related to reading

achievement' Evanechkco, 0l1i1ia, and Armstrong (r974) found that

sixth-graders' syntactic naturity and reading achievement \^rere

significantly related" 0f the EhirEeen point scale designed to

measure syntactic abiliËy the Ëotal number of communication units

written appeared to be the best predictor of reading achi.evement.

Results of stepwise regression procedures reported that syntactic

rnaturity accounted for less than .30 variance in reading

achievement. Evans (1979) studied grades B, L2, and college

students' ability to hrrite specific synEactic structures and Eheir

readi.ng achievement as measured by cloze passages. He found that

an inverse relationship existed beË.ween reading achievement and

writ.ten synËact.ic complexity.

A more recent trend which had emerged in correlational work

involved Ehe exploration of Ehe behaviors exhibited during the

reading and writing processes, Birnbaurn (1981) studied 8 subjects
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in grades 4 and B during reading and writing sessions and

qualitatively rated the studentsr behavior. It was found thac

sEudents raEed as being efficient in one process, were similarly

raËed in Lhe other language process measured. Further, the

efficient readers/writers had beE.ter self-concepts as language

processors and r.rere more likely to ínitiate reading and urríEing

than their less efficient peers.

Intervention Studies SeekÍ To Relate Rearli and Writi

The research attempting

experimental inEervention has

a) the effects of reading on

effects of wriËing on reading

to relate reading and writing through

been divided into Lwo subsections;

v/riting performance, and b) Ehe

achievement.

a) The effects of reading on wrlting performance. Research

in the mid-sixties and early sevenËies report.ed a number of

studies exploring the effecEs that extra readi.ng had on wriEing

performance" ChrisEiansen (I965) studied Ehe effecr of reading

and writing practise on the \^r'riting performance of college

freshmen. He found that t.he experimental group, who received

increased writing practise, did not produce composit.ions superior

Ëo the control group's, who received extra reading pract.ise. IÈ

was concluded that extra reading was equally beneficial to wriLing

practise in enhancing writing ability" Sirní1ar1y, DeVries ( 1970)
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reported Ehat fifth-graders who were exposed Co extra reading

shorved greater gains in writing performance than did those

students who practised writing. The experimenter concluded that

providing extra reading had a more positive influence on wriEing

ability than writing practise did.

t¿lhile extra reading did appear to enhance writ.ing ability¡ no

such trend was found in the studies which sought to ímprove

writing ability Ehrough the Eeaching of reading skills " Calhoun

( 1971) taught college students various reading skills in hope of

improving their composiËion sk11ls. The results showed thaE

although the experimental group \.ras more aware of writing styles

than the control group, this did not result in improved

composition abilitíes" In the same veín, Maat's (1977)

experiment.al interventi.on involved reading inst.ruction on

discourse processing to increase wriËing performance" The 40 high

school students showed gains in reading cornprehension, however,

writing ability \^/as noL sígnificantly affected.

b) Effects of r,¡riting on reading achievemenÈ" The effects

of writing instruction and practise on reading achievement have

followed Ehree major paths" One group of studies investigated the

effects of a combined readíng/writing approach to reading. A

second.group of sËudies soughE Eo enhance syntactic writing

ability to improve reading" Thirdly, there was a body of research
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which sought to t.each skills in text organizat.ion in vrriting to

enhance reading recall.

Studies of young children have reported Ehat a v¿riting

component added to a conventional reading progran did not result

in superior writing gains. Smirh, Jensen and Dillingofskí (1971)

studied 436 fourth grade students to determine what Ëhe effect of

two writing approaches, as opposed to simply reading the passage,

had on reading recall. They found no significanL difference in

reading comprehension or atEiEude Èoward reading as a result of

intervention. It was concluded that a combined reading/wrÍting

approach did not prove to be superior to a straight reading

approach when assessing reading recall" Oehlkers (197I) reported

sinilar findings v¡ith first-graders who were initially instructed

with a language experience approach, follor,¡ed later in the year by

an added writing component, as opposed Eo children who were taughÈ

reading through a "creaEive writing" technique. I,Iord recognition

tests adrninistered after a fu11 year of inst.ruct.ion reported no

significant difference between group scores.

A number of researchers explored the reading-writing

relationship through manipulation of synLactic abilities, The

sevenEi.es and early eighties witnessed a number of studies that

atEempted to improve reading comprehension through instruction and

practise in sentence-combining. Stra\^r (1979) reviewed this body
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of research and concluded that the findings of these studies

remained inconclusive. Nonetheless, he suggested that the nature

of the reading assessment was a vital factor i.n these st,udies.

Specifically, reading comprehension measured by standardized test.s

reported that the control groups either scored higher or no

differently frorn the sentence-coubining experimental groups.

CLoze tests used to measure comprehension reported conflicting

results, while instruments creaEed specifically for the studies

reporËed that sentence-combining resul-ted in improved reading

cornprehension. SÈraw and Schreinerrs (1982) findings supported

Strar,rts (1979) claim when they reported that the sent.ence-

combining group Í^ras superior t,o the conErol group on all measures

of comprehension excepE the sËandardized reading test.

A third line of research examined the influence of wriËing on

reading achievement" Kulhavy, Dyer, and Silver (1975) reported

that high school students who w-rote summaríes of texËua1 rnaterials

scored significantly higher 1n reca11 and comprehension of that

naterial than did Eheir counterparts who either read or underlined

the material" Taylor (1980) found that subjecÈs who were

instructed to v¡rite a one seritence summary after reading a content

area passage showed greater recall and comprehension of that

passage than did either the group who merely read the passage or

the group who responded to questions afÈer readíng"
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Taylor (1982) continued to investigate this line of research

by studying 48 fifth-graderst recall and comprehension of

mat,erials afËer summary writing or responding to questions. Her

findings concurred with Ëhe earlier research. Summary writers

demonstrated greater, as well as more organized, recall than did

the subj ect.s who merely answered questions afËer reading. Reading

comprehension, as measured by a shorË ansrder test, showed no

significant difference between groupso Taylor (I982) reported a

second study using a different group of fifth-graders and

different materials " The results of this study differed from the

result,s of her earlier study, so a detailed analysis of the data

was undertaken. She found that more proficient sunmarizers

displayed better recall for text than did their less proficient

counterparLs. Moreover, the less successful summarizers used

their summari.es as effectively as did the more capable subjects,

buË the less skilled sinply did not have good summaries from which

Lo study.

Taylor and Beach (1984) further extended research into the

reading-writing relationship by consi.dering the role of text,

processing on reading and writing ability. They srudied 114

seventh-graders Ëo determine whether subjects given inst.rucEion
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and practise in summarizing t,ext would display superi.or recall and

production of text. than those subjects who answered questions

af.ter reading the text or those who were gÍven no special

instructions Ëo accompany the text. Results reported that the

experÍmental group shorn¡ed significantly superior reeall of

faniliar text over the other two groups and Èhat they outperformed

the control group on holistically rated wrlting assessxlents.

In sumrna¡y, correlational studies have moved frorn early

sËudies which generally related the two language acts (Grobe &

Grobe, 1977; Loban, 1963) to a more specific exploration of the

naLure of the relationship considering a host of variables as

syntax and quality in writlng (Evanechko, 011i1ia & Armstrong,

L974) and assorted measures of reading achieveuent ranging from

vocabulary Èests Eo cLoze procedures (Evans , 1979). The rnost

recent trend in this research was the emergence of "process-

oriented" correlati.onal studies (Birnbaum, 198I). The

correlational studíes atEesËed to a relationship bet.ween the two

language processes, nonetheless, the nature of that relationship

remains evasfve.

InËervenËion sÈudies have reported that extra reading

improved wriËing abiliËy as effectively as as wríting instruction

(ChrisËensen, 1965; DeVries, I970). Unfortunately, a combined

reading-wriEing approach did not result in superior comprehensÍon
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(Smith, Jensen, & Dillingofsky, I97l), or writing ability

(Oehlkers, l97I) over approaches which ernphasized a single reading

or writ.ing approach to early language insLruction. Further,

direct reading instructi.on has not proven superior Lo writ,ing

instruction in improving writing performance (Calhoun, l97I;

Maat, 1977). Direct writing instruction, however, had resulËed in

significant gains in reading recal1 and comprehension as measured

by instruments other than standardized reading tests (Straw, I979;

Stravr & Schreíner, 1982). Moreover, instrucE.ion and practise in

summary !¡Titing, as opposed Eo reading and answering questions,

had been found to improve recall and comprehension of text

(Kulhavy, Dyer & Silver, L975; Taylor, 1980) " The organizational

quality of recal1 written by the summarization group lras superior

Eo the non-summarízaËion group (Taylor, i982)" Furthermore,

summary writers produced higher quality written compositions than

did the subjects given no special textual instrucEions (Taylor &

Beach, 1984).

Text Structure

The role of text organization, as it affect.s reading and

recall, sha11 be dealt with in two separate sections. The first

section sha1l outline the developmenE of formal sËory grammar
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models along r,rith their validat.ion studies. A second section

shall consider the effect of text structure instructi.on on read.ing

and writing.

Story Grammar Models

Formal story grammar models stem from the early work of

BartleEt (1932). In one of his memory studies, Bartlett found

thaË subjects tended t.o restrucLure prose passages Lhey had read

so as to formulate a condensed, coherent, consequential structure

at the expense of detail accuracy. FurEher, he found that the

retellings remained relatively static over Eirne. He alluded to

the possibility Ëhar the reader used some form of idealized

inEernal scheme to facilttate understanding and retrieval of what

had been read.

Some forty years later, a number of researchers began

formulating theories and models to outline this "internalized

scheme for a story" using the descríptor of story grammar.

RumelharË ( i975) proposed and researched one of the first formal

story graumar models. His grammar was based on problem-solving

schema theory. The setting and episode in his granmar v¡as

generally characterized by an event befalling the protagonist, who

consequently attempted to attain some related goal through

problem-solving act,ions" Rumerharr (L975) and Thorndyke (r977)

validated the readerrs use of such sËructures in both summary and
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free recaIl of reading passages written according Ëo Ehe proposed

gïaEmar o

Stein and Glenn (tgll) sought to improve on Rumelhart's model

by combíning the semantic and syntacÈic relations, providing a

number of causal Iínks and revising certain categories so as to

accommodate folkËales. Glenn (1978) reported a number of st,udies

r,¡hich supported Stein and Glennt s (1977 ) story grammar episodes as

being the key components in Ehe structure. They found thaL

second-graders recalled event and consequent statements most

frequently; and 83"/" oL the subjects met the set criteria for

recalling complete episodes regardless of story type or length" A

second study reported by Glenn (tlZa¡ anaLyzed second-graders'

recall of four stories differing fn the number of episodes and Ehe

relatlonshíp arnong episodes, The results of the second study

supported the major findings of Ehe first study. Further, 62% of

the subjects accurately recalled two episode stories. The stories

in which one complete episode was temporally followed by a second

conplete episode \.rere more accurately recalled, however, than Ëhe

two episode stori.es in which Ehe episodes were inLervroven

ternporally. It was concluded Ëhat a story granmar may serve as an

accuraEe model for processing text whereby Ëhe sequence of

episodes provides an organizaEional pattern for comprehension and

that the very structure of the grammar dictates the manner in
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which the sEory will be recalled.

Mandler and Johnson (f977) refined Rumelhart's (1975) grammar

in an attempt Eo define Ehe sEructures contained in stories which

permit optinal encoding and recall of informat.ion. They called

these internalized structures "st.ory schema" and stated ûhat such

schema are resultanË of a readerts experience with story

organization, as well as more g1oba1 knowledge, including

causat,ion and sequencing. The story schema operates in a fashion

whereby it focuses reader attention; aids in storing what has

gone on before, as well as what. is most. likely to occur next; and

provides the gauge for what can be stored as complete and what

should be suspended, pending the arríval of new information.

Mandler and Johnson's grammar consists of categories related

by positions within the sLructure, as well as causally and

Èemporally between each other. They elaborated on the rewriËe

rules of ideally structured stories (Rumelhart, 1975) by

suggesËing Ëwo transformaËional rules encompassing deletion and

reorganization of categories.

In order Eo provide evidence for their story schema theory,

these researchers conducted a study to clarify the role ideal

story structure played in recall" They studied Ehe delayed reca11

of subjects at grade one, four, and uníversiEy levels. The

analysls of results lndicated that adults accurat.ely recalled more
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propositions than did fourth-graders, who, in turn, recalled more

Èhan did the first-graders. The proportion of nodes recalled were

siuilar across groups, as were E,he ordering of L,he nodes. Mandler

and Johnso(r (1977) advanced three conclusions: a) even the

youngest subjects lrere cognizan| of story sEructures, and used a

schema Ëo aid in organizi-ng and reca11íng information; b)

well-structured stories resulted in r¿e1l-organized recall; c) the

schemata employed in encoding incoming information was sirnilar but

noE the sane as thaE activat.ed during recall.

Kintsch (1977) outlined a theory of comprehending stories

based on the reciprocity of schema-driven and texl-driven

processing. Ile proposed that LexE could be segnented int,o

propositions which listed coherenËly, consEitute "propositional

micro-sEructures" " The overall organization that the reader

imposes on the propositions were labelled "macro-structures."

Moreover, t.he reader Ëends to recall the aspects of Ehe story thaL

he actively processed (provided a macro-structure), which

constitutes the general "gist" of the story.

Tn defining the readerfs role in comprehension, Kintsch

suggested that the reader brings to the text a set schema about

sEories encompassing an initiating episode followed by some

complication" As the reader proceeds, he chunks the textual

events into macro-structures and labe1s them accordíng to his
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previously defined schema. The closeness of the fic between Ehe

authorts and readerts macro-structures constitutes successful

comprehension.

Kintsch reported a number of studies as support for his

proposed Eheory. One such study \¡¡as conducted by Kintsch and van

Dijk ( 1975) and reported in Kinrsch (1977). They conducred a

series of experiments on comprehension and story summarizatiou.

They reported thaË subjects took longer Ëo read stories with

scrambled paragraphs than stories with ordered paragraphs. Given

no time constraints, however, the subjects \,rere able Eo

effectively summarize either type. It was concluded that readers

organfzed and recalled well-st,ructured stories in a predictable

way despite t.he format in which the story was presented.

Results of further research reported that subjects wrote more

informat,ive summaries of passages deemed to be consístent with

t.heir story schema than for passages that followed an unexpect.ed

story schema pattern" Similar results were obtained when Ehe

study was extended to include recall. It was concluded that

readerts comprehension was affecËed by the possession of an

appropriaùe schema with whích to organize incomlng information.



The Effects of Text structure rnstruction on ReadÍng an4 tr^Iriting

A number of articles euerged in the l-ate seventies and early

eighties suggesting that instruction in story grammar iuproved

childrents ability Ë.o comprehend narrative text (cunningham &

Foster, I978; Gordon & Braun, 1983; McConaughy, 1980; Lrhaley,

19Bl). Unfortunately, there r¡ras a scarcity of intervention

studies to deteruine Èhe influence of text structure instruction

on reading and writing performance.

Dreher and Singer (1980) taught a fifËh-grade treatmenË

group to identify the story structures of three passages. The

total number of propositions recalled by the treatment group did

not significantly differ from the number recalled by the control

group' The researchers questioned the value of teaching children

to caEegorize stories into appropriate structural formats "

Contrary to Dreher and Singer's (1980) findings, Gordon and

Braun (L982), and Hansche and Gordon (1983) reported rhar teaching

children to use story grâmm¿¡ resulted in Ímproved reca11 and

comprehension of the story read, as well as improved wrlting

perforuance. Gordon and Braun (1982) raughr fifth-graders to

effectivery anaryze text according to story granmar categories an{.

apply those categories in their creaLive writing. After

Ëreatment, the experimental group recalled signifieantly more

story grammar categories, responded more accurately to
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comprehension questions after reading, and produced more

structured stories in rheir writings than did Ëhe control group.

Hansche and Gordon ( 1983) collected and analyzed stories

written by 16 good and poor readers in grades L, 4, 8, and l0 for

evidence of ÍnternaLized story schema. They found that story

schema knowledge was developmental in that the first-graders

produced only the setEing, initiating event and cousequence

categories in their storj.es; fourEh-graders added the response

category; boch eighth and twelfth-graders included the final two

eategories - attempt and reaction. Differences bet.ween good and

poor readers in the production of categories was significant at

the first and twelfth grade leve1s only.

Positive effects of instruction in recognizíng and applying

text structures have been reported by researchers using expository

materials, Taylor (1982) reported that fifEh-graders taught to

summarize expository text using the author's organizational

structure of headings and subheadings recalled more informat.ion

than did those sËudents who merely read the sarne material.

Further, Taylor and Beach (1984) found that sevenrh-graders Eaught

to organíze expository text. inEo hierarchical summaries recalled

nore information about unfarniliar passages and produced more

qualitaËlve expository composj.tions than did their peers who were

not taught summary sk11ls, The researchers concluded that
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middle-grade students can use text strucÈure to enhance their

recall for unfamiliar passages and their production of expository

writings.

ïn summary, the research on formal story granmars emanated

frorn the works of BartleEt (1932) who proposed that a "scheme" was

used by the reader to deal with text so as to nake that text more

comprehensible and retrievable. story gramrnarians and cognitive

psychologists researched, the interacE.ions beEween reader and Eext

strucEure in the seventies, Text structures involving processing

at the word and sentence level, as well as t,exE dealing with modes

other than narration, were not of direcÈ relevance to this study

and have not been dealt with here. Reder (1980) extensively

reviewed this body of literature.

Researchers of story grammar have ouElined Ewo major

components v¡hich constitute a story: set.ting and episode" These

components can be further segmented into categories which even the

youngest readers \,rere avrare of and employed Ëo aid in

comprehending and recalling text (Mandler & Johnson, L977;

Rumelhart, I975; Stein &,Glenn, L977; Thorndyke, L977). Ir had

been suggested that certain structures within these components

r¡rere more readily recalled Ehan others (RumelharL, 1975; stein &

Glenn, Lg77). Furthermore, Ehe naL,ure of E,he sËory structure will
.

influencJ the recall and comprehension of that story in that the
i\
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Eore ideally-structured Ehe story, according to the reader?s

internalized story schema, the better comprehension and reca11

was (Mandler & Johnson, 1977).

Finally, cognitive psychologists have formulated a theory of

how readers process text Eo explain the reader-text sEructure

interaction. Kintsch (1977) outlined a Eheory whereby Eext can

segmented into "micro-structures" upon which the reader inposes

organizat ional framework called "macro-st.ructures" " It was

further suggesLed that, the reader had better reca1l for text which

\"ras acEi.vely processed to arrive at a macro-structure than for

Èext, for which no such processing had occurred (Kintsch , Ig77) 
"

The impact of text sEructure instructíon is just beginni.ng t,o

be researched" In the area of narraLíve Eext, Dreher & SÍnger

( 1980) reporËed Ehat recall of rexL uras not influenced. by

a\¡Tareness of story grammar. Gordon and Braun (L982) and Hansche

and Gordon (1983) disagreed. They found rhat insEruction in story

grammar enhanced reading recall, comprehension, and writing

abilities. Further, story granmar sense was influenced by age and

reading abílity. Taylor (1982) and Taylor and Beach (1984) have

found Ehat recall of expository Eext improved through instruction

emphasizing text sËructure. They also found that children taught

to use t.ext structure organizaËion showed significant gains i.n

wriÈing qualiËy"

be

an
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Summary

Three main bodies of literature r^rere reviewed in this

chapter. The research these areas were concerned r^¡ith included:

the measurement of productive language, the readÍng/!/riting

relationship, and text. sEructure. The present sEudy resulËed from

the interaction among these three areas of study.

Early studies sought to quantify language productions and

were primarily concerned with assessing synËactic fluency (Hunt,

1965; Loban, 1963; 0'Donnell, Griffin, & Norris, L967). Afrer

defining a valid measure of syntactic fluency (Hunt, 1965),

wriËing researchers found that syntactic complexity could be

improved through instruction and resulted in improved overall

writing quality (Combs, I976; Faigley, 1979; O'Ilare, L973;

Stewart, & Grobe, 1979). Crowhurst (1983) disputed these findings.

She suggested that factors, other than syntactic fluency, \.rere

operat.ional in influencing writ.ing quality. Siurilarly, other

researchers insisted that wriEing assessments were influenced by a

number of factors beyond synEactic cornplexicy (Applebee, 1981;

Braddock, Lloyd-Jones , & Schoer, I963; Mosenthal , 1983) . i"Iirh

the goal of devising a sensitive, comprehensive writing assessment

instrumenL, product. researchers created various measures of

writing quality specific Eo the Lask requirement (Cooper, I975;

Diederich, 1974; Glazer , L97 L; Srahl , I974) 
"
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SubsequenEly, process researehers seudied Ehe writer's

behavior when engaged in task and concluded Ehat these behaviors

were developmental and individualistic (Applebee, l98I; Graves,

1975; King & Rentel, 1981). The nature of Ehe process \,ras

defined in terms of purpose, audience (Britton, Burgess, Martí_n,

Mcleod, & Rosen, L975; Martin, DtArcy, Ne\,rton, & parker, L976)

and rhe distinct stages involved in the writing process (Applebee,

1981). rt has been the combined process and product studies which

have provided optirnal insights into written language competency

(Graves, I975; Mosenthal, I983; Scardanalia & BereÍ_ter, 1983).

Meanwhile, another group of researchers formulated various

models and granmars for storíes to define the role played by tex¿

struct,ure in reading recall and comprehension. Various story

granmars \,¡ere proposed and Eested in search of the ideal st.ory

sEructure which would mosE closely resemble the reader's

expectation (schema) for stories (Mandler & Johnson, 1977;

Rumelhart, I975; Stein & G1enn, 1977) " These structures

permitted the systematic segment.ation of stories into ideas or

proposit.ional uniEs which, in turn, could be arranged into story

granmar caEegories. rntervention studies suggested that teaching

children Eo identify and apply the authorrs text structure in

reading and wriËing enhanced reading comprehension and writing

quality in both narrative and expository text (Gordon & Braun,
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L982: Hansche & Gordon, 1983; Taylor, L982;

r984) 
"

Taylor & Beach,

As research began Eo define various components of quality

writíng assessments and proposed systematic means of controlling

the influence of text structure in reading, greater insights were

gained into the reading/writing processes. The findings of early

language inEeraction studies reported conflicting results. The

reading assessments used includedz cloze tests, standardized

tests, andfor insEruments specifically created for the study

(Combs" 1979; Evans, 1979; Straw & Schreiner, 1982), and free

recall (Dyer & Silver, I975; Taylor, 1980; Taylor , lg12; Taylor

& Beach, 1984). The single consisLent findíngs was EhaE writing

instruction enhanced reading ability as measured by instrumenLs

other Ëhan standardized reading test.s.

The findings of these three bodies of research have provided

the direct.ion for the present study. Research in story graûmar

enabled the effect of texE difficulty Eo be controlled in this

study through the use of "ideally sLructured" st.ories. Findings

of text structure researchers permitted a systematic means of

segmenting this "idea11y structured" t.ext into uniÈs which can be

objectively compared to the readerrs recall of Ëext so as to gain

insight into the readerts use of story schema. previous research

provided Ehe methods (story grammar, proposltional uniLs, analytic
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r¡rlting scale) for objectively studying the text-language user

interaction. These rnethods have yet Lo be applied in studying Ehe

knowledge of text sEructure in the reading-wríting

inLerrelationship" Heretofore, research looked at Ehe effect r:f

text structure upon reading abilities, but little work had been

similarly undertaken to analyze the effect of text sEructuring in

writing. The present study sought to extend what is knov¡n

regarding the reading-writing relationship using the recently

proposed research methods"



Chapter 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of t,his study was to deË,errnine whether

fourth-graders' reading comprehension and writing abiliLy were

significantly interrelated when considering sEory strucLure of

narrative texE. The following main questions were asked:

I . I^Ihat is the relat.ionship between fourth-graders' reading

and wrlting abilities based on free recall (PropR), comprehension

probe (COMP), free recall plus comprehensfon probe (pCfOt) and

analyËic writing scale (fWS) scores?

2o What are the effects of ability levels on production of

sLory granmar categories?

a) I^fi1l sËudents who are placed in high, average and low

abílity groups, by their Eotal reading scores (pCfOf) produce

different st.ory grammar caEegories Ín their independent, writings?

b) WilI students who are placed in high, average and 1ow

ability groups by their toEal writing scores (TI^IS) produce

different story granmar cat.egories in t,heir independent r^¡ritings?

3. hlhat are Ehe relationships among wriE.ing ability scores

(TI,IS) and Ehe components of Lhe writing scale (SCC, Char, Mech,

Sents, SEyle, and WordU)?

4" I^Iill there be qualitative differences in studentsr use of
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story schema caEegories in Elìeir reading recall proEocols (propR)

and cheir independent wriring sarnples (propp)?

The Study

Subj ects

The subjects in thís st.udy \¡rere 36 fourth-grade students in

tr,ro classroons within two schools in a suburban winnipeg school

division" Fourth-grade students rdere selected for ehis study

because children of this age normally demonstraËe a relaEively

well-developed set of expecEations about the nature of sEories

(Mandler & Johnson, 1977). The subjects represented Lhe EoLal

fourth-grade population of the two schools studied except for

Ehree students who were not included in this study. Two of Lhe

students were absent for more than 75% of. the sessions, the ehird

student transferred out of Ehe division before testing was

compleÈed.

Dependent Measures

Dependent measures \^rere specifically designed for Chis study

based on previous research findings. The three measures used

included recall analysis (PropR) and comprehension probe questions

(C0I'1P) Ëo assess reading ability, and an analytic wriLing scale

(TWS) to assess wriEing performance.
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Recalt analysis (PropR). Research suggested that readers

selectively process texË employing boEh LexEuaI informaLion and

Eheir or^rn global knowledge in order Eo construct meaning from

these Er.ro sources of input (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Mandler &

Johnson, 1977). Through a comparison of the readerts recall of

text and Ehe actual passage structure itself, the nature of Lhe

readerrs organizatíonal methods can be assessed (Tierney & Bridge,

I979). Further, recent. research has permitted meaningful and

consisLent scoring for Ehe presence of story granmar elements

(Braun & Gordon, 1983; Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Sadow, l9B2) 
"

Bot,h free and minimally cued recall responses were incorporated

inÈo Lhe recall analysis scores, as mininally cued probes have

been found to elicit additional information from both good and

poor readers, (Tíerney, Bridge & Cera , L977) .

Recall analysis protocols were designed for each of the two

reading passages and reflected the number, the surface structure

and categorical type of propositions ín the reading passages (See

Appendix A"íi). Cued recall questions were written according to

the model used by Goodman and Burke (L972).

The recall analysis scores obtained by subjects could have

ranged from zero Eo 31. The Eoüal number of propositions recallerl

was divided by two (as there r.rere tqTo passages read by each

subject) to arrive at a PropR score for each subject. The PropR
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score I^ras used in answering research questions one, tr,ro, and four.

Coruprehension probe quesÈions (COMp). Open ended probe

questions have long been recogni-zed as valj.d measures for

assessing readÍng comprehension (BeËts, 1946; Goodman & Burke,

1972; Johnson & Kress, 1965). It has been suggested that

additional informaËion about readers' comprehension ability rnay be

elícited through questions seeking a different perspectj.ve beyond

what had been freely recalled (Anderson & pichert , Ig77) " In

addition, responding to probes required processing of information

beyond the encoding phase (Gordon, l9B5; Johnston, i9B3)"

Rossnagel (tgg+) pointed out the importance of balancing textualty

explicit and inplicit questions in assessmenË instruments v¡hen

attempting to make valid comparisons about childrenrs

comprehension abiliEies" Therefore, a uniform seÈ of questions

(follovring Goodman & Burke, IïTZ; Tuinman, I97I; and Valmont,

r972), requiring textually iroplici.t responses (Raphael & pearson,

I984) have been included in the comprehension assessnenE Eo

complenent the inforuation attained through recall analysis (see

Appendix A.iii).

The five questions following each reading passage include one

questÍon addressing the following skill_s: vocabulary, causal

relationship, eharacter evaluation, main idea and theme. Terms

used for lhe vocabulary quest.ions q/ere equated for difficulty
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according to Eheir frequency of

197 I). A scorlng template \,ras

Appendix A.iii).

usage (Carroll, Davies & Ríchman,

set prior to data collection (See

The cued recall questions constituted the coMp scores. The

scores obËained by each subject could have ranged from zero Lo 10.

The gotal score was divided by t\^/o Eo arri-ve aE a coMp score for

each subject. The COI,ÍP score was used in answering general

questions one, two, and four.

Analytic writing scale. various researchers have expressed

the import,ance of usÍng a comprehensive writing assessmenL

sensitive to the task requirement, yet systematic enough Lo ensure

objectiviËy in scoring (Cooper, L975; Mosenthal, t983). Further,

it had been suggested that analytic scales are efficient measures

of hrriting ability (Bauer, 1981), Therefore, an analytic wriEing

scale was designed to neasure \.r'riËing quality" The analytic scale

used (Appendix B) was a ruodÍficaEíon and extension of Ehe Glazer

Writing Scale (Glazer, L97L)" The Glazer l,Jriring Scale included

five headings: P1ot, Thene, seEti.ng, characterization, and style.

The scale used in this study included six headings: SÈ,ory

SËructure, Characterization, Sty1e, Sentence Structure, Inlord

Usage, and Mechanics " Alterations were made Eo include a

component of sEory grammar analysis and represent those elements

of writing deerned essential for a thorough assessment of writing
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ability (Cooper, L975; Srraw, 1981)

The TlfS was arrived aË through surnming the Lotals of Ehe six

component.s comprising Èhe analytic scale. The components

included: Story Structure \,rit.h a possible score of B-24;

Characterization with a possíble score of I-3; Style r¿i.th a

possible score of. 2-6; sentence Structure wiËh a possible score

of 3-9; Word Usage with a possible score of. 2-6; and Mechanics

with a possible score of. 4-L2" All component scores r,rere

converEed to scores having equal weight. Each subjectrs three

stories were rat,ed, totalled, and divided by three to arrive aE a

single TWS for each subject. The possible TI^IS ranged frorn 20-60

points" TI,IS was used in answeri.ng research quesEions one, two,

three, and four.

A detailed scoring guide and a scoring sheet \,¡ere constructed

to ensure objectivity in scori.ng (See Appendix B). The scoring

guide exËensively outlined the writing criËeria for rating the

compositions at each of Ëhe points on Èhe Ëhree point range, and

provlded examples t,o furt,her clarify Ëhe criteria.

Mat.erials

The material-s used in this study included two reading

passages wriEEen by Èhe examiner according to Ehe story grammar

outlined by Mandler and Johnson (1977) Èo represent
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"ideally-structured" stories, Both stories contained Ehree

episodes ernbedded wiËhin the outcome of the Ëemporally preceding

episode. Each sEory conEained structures represenEing setting,

iniËiat,ing event, internal reaction, goa1, attempt., outcome and

ending. Both passages \{ere equated for the total nurnber of

propositions and both were calculated Eo be at the end of

third-grade level according to the spache readability formula.

The four pict.ures used to el1cit writEen language samples

were Eaken from the Photo Stories in the Interaction Series

(tutoffecc, 1973). The subjecrs in che pilor srudy selecred rhe 4

pictures fron a series of Ewelve Eo represent phot,os that chey

would like to wríte about. The stimulus picture used for the

initial training session was reproduced on an overhead

Lransparency. The rernaÍnlng pictures v¡ere reproduced, in mass and

distributed to each student at the beginning of the \Àrriting

sessions.

Method of Data Collection

All the data collection

four week period in the final

recall and comprehensj.on data

basis" I,iriting samples were

settíng of E,he classroour.

was done by the experimenter over a

Èerm of Ehe school year" Reading

were gathered on an individual

gathered within the large group

In testing for reading ability, each subj ecË was presenËed
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with the first of the two reading passages, a moEivaLional

statement (following Burns & Roe, 1980), and was asked Lo read the

passage silently. The subject was asked for a retelling of Ehe

story upon completion of the reading (Ringler & I,Ieber, t98l; and

Tierney, Bridge & Cera, L977), AfLer the retelling was completed,

the subject r^ras asked the five comprehension questions (See

OuEline of Data collection Procedures in Appendix c) " The second

passage was sinilarly presenEed afEer a Ewo minute delay during

which time Èhe examiner recorded baekground information and

informally talked with the subjecÈ. The retellings and

comprehension responses were t.ape recorded, transcribed, and

analyzed.

I,Iriting samples were collected over four sessions. The

first session served as a pre-writing period to familiarize Ehe

subjects with Ehe task requirement, The group was shown a

stimulus picture on the overhead projector, and was encouraged to

brainstorm ideas about what was happening in the picture. Then,

through class participation, the ldeas were organized, and one

group of related ideas was selected for the basis of a group

st.ory. Various subjeets were called upon to make a senÈence using

one of the ideas or extend an idea to create the story. The

examiner recorded all brainstormed and organized ideas on the

chalkboard. The group story was wrj.tten on an overhead
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transparency as the subjects dicEated Eheir sentences. The group

story was proofread, sentence by sentence, to correct any errors

detected by the subject.s. The scory was Ëhen shared with the

classroom teacher along wiEh verbal acknowledgement, of E,he class

co-operation in compiling the group story.

The firsL of the three wriEing sessions began the next day

and Lhe subsequent tr+o sessions followed aE weekly int,ervals, AL

the beginning of each w'riting session, each subjecE \das provided

wíth wriEing materials and a sËj-mu1us picture. rnstructions were

given as to Ëhe aüount of Lime thaÈ. would be given Eo complete the

writings along with a review of the task expectations (following

the charted steps from the pre-writing stage), a visual display of

Ehe expectations was posted at Ehe front of the room (see Appendix

c)' Questlons Trere encouraged, and ansv¡ered prior to and during

Ëhe writing sessions. rndividual words were spelled for subjects,

if requesEed. After a thirty-fi.ve minute period, the wrirings

were collected. 0n tr^ro occasions individual subjects requested

additional Èine. Permission was grant.ed while the rest of the

group went on to other activities" The writings vrere duplicated,

one copy \^Ias returned to the subjects Ëo be shared with interested

others. The T¡z"riting samples \,/ere segmented into propositions and

anaTyzed for story grarlmar cat.egories. They were assessed for

quality by three independent racers using the analytic sca1e. The
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srri.tings were also rat,ed for syntactic fluency through T-unit

analysís so as to calculate a score for the sentence structure

component of the TI^IS and provide data for the qualitative analysis

undertaken in research question four.

The Pilot Study

A pilot study was undertaken Eo determine whether samplÍng,

data collection procedures, dependent measures, and materials were

appropriate.

The subjecLs used in the pilot study were six fifth-graders

who were idenLifled by Lhe classroom Ëeacher as below average

readers. The study was carried out over a Ëhree week period. The

hypotheses for the pilot study were identical to thaË of Ehe

presenË study except for the presenE studyts omission of one

general question regarding the relationship of synÈactic maturity

and wriLing quality. The procedure for boch studies was

identical. The LesËing naterials remainecl the same for both

studies. The materials used to assess both reading and writing

differed somewhat due to operaËional difficulties v¡hich arose

durlng the pilot study. One reading passage remained identical

across studies while the second had to be modified Eo equate the

total number of propositions per passage. The picture stimuli

used for gatherlng the w-riting samples vere selected story cards
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frorn Ehe Language Development Program (Science Research

Associates, 1970). The analysis of data was limited to simple

t-tesLs of the mean scores (Lathrop, 1969).

The rnain findíngs \{ere as f ollows:

l. The t-tests calculated on indivídual student's scores

indicated that the good fifth-grade comprehenders were not

necessarily the good fifth-grade r^¡riters"

2" Results of Ë.-test calculations on individual studentfs

free recall scores and EoEaI number of proposj.t,ions produced in

their independent wricings revealed a significant difference in

Ehe recall and production of proposltions in Ehe ending and

development categoriesn but not. in the seËLÍng category.

3. Analysis of t-Lests calculaEed on the studentst mean

T-unit length (produeed in their writíng samples) and their

overall quality !ùTiting score (as measured by the analytic scale)

revealed a significant difference.

4. The t-t.ests calculaLed on each student.rs TI,IS and story

granmar category score revealed t,hat good fifEh-grade writers \4/ere

noE necessarfly Ehe most proficienL users of story grammar

categorles.

5. I^lhen t-Lest.s qrere calculated on the overall TI^IS and each

of the scores f or E.he six components of the TI^IS, it was found thaË

individual's overall quality scores did not differ significantly
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from any of his/her scores on five of the six components (Ehe

style score differed sígnificantly from the TI^IS). That is,

fifEh-graders who received a high overall erriting score also

scored well on five of the six components comprising the TI^IS.

It was concluded thaË children with below average reading

ability may not have fully developed a sense of story schema to a

point where it influenced Ehe production of narraEive stories.

Mandler and Johnson, (1977), suggested that the schema for

development and ending caEegories developed later thâû did the

settlng category. Further, Rurnelhart, (I975), suggested Ëhat it

is at the grade four and five level thac these story sEructures

ful1y emerged" IntuiËively, it would seem likely that the recall

of story schema would precede production of the same and hence

would have directly influenced Ëhe findings of Ehis study" A

second conclusion dravm was chat five of Ëhe six components of Ëhe

analyric scale, (including story graûmar production), were valid

predictors of overall wrlting qualicy. Finally, it was suggested

thaE T-unit lengÈh was not an accurate predictor of narraEive

r.rriting quality, Research had suggested chac narrative r^rriting

nay not be the mode most representative of the writerrs ability Eo

use synLactically aaLure sLructures (Crowhurst, 1983)"

As a result of Ehe pilot study, a number of changes were made

in the materials, hypoEheses, and analysis of data. The reading
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passages \{ere equated for Eotal number of propositions aft.er

discovering a difference of six proposiEions between passages û

The writing stimuli was replaced with an ent.irely different set of

materials because the nature of Lhe initial pictures \¡ras found to

be inappropriate for Ë.wo reasons" Firstly, the picture set,s

contained a number of characters per story and definitely

influenced the number of episodes written per story. Secondly,

the very structuredness of the 5 pÍcture sets probably influenced

the subjectst story organization. It was decided Ehat one single

character within a single photo would result in a story nore

reflect.ive of the authorts internalized story schema. The second

maÍn question relating syntactic fluency and writ,ing qualíty \,ras

omitted, as it appeared that the narrative mode was not E,he most.

desirable mode wlth whlch to compare these t'F/o aspects of writing.

T-unit analysis was sEill undertaken to provide a score for Ehe

Sents components on the TWS, Finally, it was decided that a rnore

indepth analysis of the daÈa needed to be undertaken Eo further

explore the relationship between the dependenË. variables.

Therefore, correlation, stepwise regression, facEor analysís and

analysis of variance procedures were selected to anaryze the <laËa

in the present sEudy.
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Analysis of DaEa

Design

This descriptive study was conducted for the purpose of

comparing reading protocols and writing samples for evidence of

story strucÈure" The sample studied included two complete

fourth-grade classes within two suburban winnipeg schoors.

The students' scores were grouped by reading and. writing

abí1ity for the purposes of ansr,rering two general questions posed

in the study. The high, average and 1or¡ ability grouping was

determined by dividing the reading scores (pcror) inLo quartiles,

The first and fourth quartile represented the high and 1ow abiliry

groups, Ehe second and third quartile represented the average

abilíty students. similarly, writing ability \.¡as determined using

the total writing scores (TWS) from Ëhe analytic scale"

Statistical Procedures

The dependent variables r¡/ere coitrpared t.hrough a number of

statistical procedures: Pearson Product Moment Correlations r¡rere

calculated for hypoEheses l.I to I.I0, and 3.1 to 3.6. A one-way

analysis of variance was performed for hypotheses 2.r anò, 2.2.

since a significanË difference was found between wriEing abirity

groups' E-EesEs were calculated. for hypothesis 2.2, stepwise

regression procedures i^rere perforned for hypocheses l.I, and 3.1
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Eo 3"6. A factor analysis was also computed for hypotheses 3,1 to

3"6. The .05 level of significance was selecËed for Ehe

acceptance or rejection of all sta[istical ¡neasures. The

statistical Analysis system v ( 1985) program was used for data

analysi.s.

Hypotheses

The four general quesEions posed, along r¡¡ith Ehe concomitant

specific nu1l hypotheses are as follows:

I ' I^Ihat is the relationshíp between fourth-graders' readíng

and wriEing abilities based on free recall (propn) n comprehension

probe (COMP) , free recall plus comprehension probe (PCTOT), and

analytic writing scale scores?

1 " I There is no significant relationship between reading

ability, based on PropR, COI'IP, pCTOT; and r¿riting ability, based

on TWS.

1.2 There is no significanË relationship between students'

abÍ1ity to recall (PropR) and produce story grammar (propp)

propositions 
"

1.3 - 1.9 There are no significant relationships between the

reading recall protocols and Lhe independent writing samples based

on the scores for:

1.3 the seËting category (Ser¡
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1"4 the internal response category (IR)

I.5 the goal caregory (c)

1.6 the attempt caEegory (A)

I.7 the outcome category (O)

LB the end category (E)

1.9 Ehe initiating event caregory (IE)

l. l0 There is no significant relationship between reading

comprehension scores (c0!1P) and production of story grammar

categories in wririrg (SGC).

2' Lfhat are the effects of ability levels on production of

story grammar caregories? a) Witt students who are placed in

high, average and low ability groups by their total reading scores

(pCfOt) produce differenr sLory grammar caregories in their

independent writings?

2.1 There is no significant difference in the production of

story gramm¿¡ categories (SGC) written by students within high,

average and lovr ability groups based on their total reading scores

(PCr0T).

b) I^1i11 students who are placed in high, average and 1ow

ability groups by Lheir total writing scores (fWS) produce

different story granmar categories in their independ.ent writings?

2.2 There is no significant difference in the production of

story grammar caEegories (SGC) in the writing samples and the
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total writing ability scores (TI,\rs) within high, average, and 1ow

ability groups based on their toÈal vrriting scores (TI.IS).

3. trilhat are the relationships among writing ability scores

(Tws) and the components of Ëhe analyric scales (sGC, char, Mech,

SenËs, Style, and Word U) ?

3.1 - 3"6 There are no statistical differences between

writing abiliËy scores (TI4IS) and the analyÈic scale component

scores of:

3.1 Story Grarnmar (SCC¡,

3.2 Characterizat,ion (Char),

3.3 Sentence structure (Sents),

3"4 Style (Sryle),

3.5 lIord Usage (I¿ordU),

3.6 Mechanics (Mech).

4" llill there be qualitative differences in studentsr use of

story schema categories in their reading recall protocols and

their independent \Ärriting sanples?

Summary

This chapter described the subjects, dependenÈ measures,

materials and methods of data collection for the present study.

The procedures for data analysis and speeific hypotheses were also

presented" The pilot study, which was underËaken to determine
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vrhether the materials, methods and Eest. Ínstruments were

operational, was outlined. changes made due to the findings of

the piloÈ study were described. The findings and sratistical

analysis will be presenËed in Chapter 4,
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ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The purpose of thls study was to deÈerrnÍne wheEher

fourËh-graders I reading comprehension and writing abílity were

signÍficantly inËerrelated when considering story structure of

narrative text, Four general questions and their specífic

hypotheses were outlined in chapter 3. This chapEer shall

include these hypotheses along with a discussion of the findings

relevant to each hypothesis 
"

The subjects 1n this st.udy \{ere 36 fourth-graders drawn from

two classrooms which represented the enti.re grade four populat.ion

of two schools. Reading comprehension (pcror) r¡ras assessed by

free recall (PropR) and comprehension questions (colæ), following

the reading of two passages. i^Iriting quality was assessed with

an analytic writing scale (ï{rs), Three stories vrere wrltten by

each subject.

The findings w111 be reported according to the four general

questions posed along wiËh the accompanying hypotheses. Each

hypothesis r^¡ill be followed by a description of the statistical

analysis used and the findings of Ehat analysis.

The daüa for questions one and three were subj ected to

Pearson Product MomenË CorrelaËion analysis and stepwise
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regression procedures. Question three was further analyzed

through a factor analysis procedure. Question two was analyzed

through a one-way analysis of variance and a siuple t-test of

rneans by ability grouping. The fourEh questíon was descrlptíve1y

analyzed based on conparison of various mean scores. The ,05

1eve1 of sígnificance was selected for Ëhe aceeptance or

rejection of all statisËicaI measures.

General Question I

I{hat is the relationship between fourLh-graders ? reading

comprehension and writing ability based on free recall,

comprehenslon probe scores; and analytic writing scale scores?

rn ansr,rering this question, correlaÈion coefficients were

calculated for a) the scores on propR, COMp and PCTOT and b) Èhe

scores of the T[,]S.

calculation of correlati.on coefficíents showed Ë.hat reading

comprehension and wríting ability were significantly relaËed.

I,Ihen Ëhe two measures of reading comprehension (propR and col'fp),

r'rere considered individually, as well as jointly, the resulting r

showed a significant relationship \,¡ith the writing ability

measure

Ilypothesis 1.1 There is no sígnificant relaËionship between

reading comprehension, based on the toÈa1 number of propositions
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recalled, comprehension probe scores, the combined propositions

recalled and probe scores; and writing abiliËy, based on the

tot.aI writing scale score.

The results of a correlational computation indicaLed a

significant. relationship between reading comprehension and

wriEing ability, therefore, Ehe nu1l hypothesis was rejected..

There was a significant relaEionshíp beËween al1 three

comprehension measures and the writing ability scores.

Table 4 " I

Correlation Coefficients for Total l,Iritíng Scores

and Reading

Minimum Maxfmum pearson Level ofvariable Mean s"D. score score r significance

Tr./s 32 .08 6 "4 19 .0 46

PropR 22.44 4.I 15 29 .36 .03 *

COMP 6"92 2.0 3 10 "45 .006 *

PCTOT 29.36 5"7 19 39 .42 .01 *

n=36
*p(.05

Table 4.1 lndicates that the mean comprehension probe scores

were slgnificanËly related to the wriLing scores (r = .45; n =
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36; p = .006). Similarly, the total number of propositions

recalled was related to wriËing at a slightly lower level of

significance (r = "36; n = 36; p="03). When both of Ehese scores

were combined, the value of the correlaËion coefficient remained

below the calculated comprehension r (r = .42; n = 36; p=.QI).

The results of st.epwise regression analysis, Table 4.2,

indicated that the only reading score significantly contributing

to the variance in writing abiliry was the coMp score, F(1r35) =

8"73, p=.0057.

Table 4.2

Stepwise Regression for I^Iriting

Ability and Predicror Reading Variables

SËep Variable R2 F-Value Significance B-Value S.E.

1 COMP 0.20 8"73 0"0057 I.42 0,48

No oËher variables met the ,15 significance 1eve1 for ent.ry into

the procedure as specified as minimal value by the sAS program.

n=36

Hypothesis 1.2 There is no significant relarionship between

fourth-graders I abiliËy to recall and produce story grårnm¿¡

propositions.
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Since the results of Ëhe correlaËion coefficienL

calcul-aËlons did not reveal a significanË rerationship between

the ablliEy to reca11 propositions read and. produce propositions

in writing, Table 4"3, this hypothesis was accepted. There was

no significant relatíonship between Èhe mean recall scores in

reading and the Eotal number of propositions generaËed in

T,rriting. Examination of the correlation coefficient revealed. a

posíÈive, but nonsignificant relationship between the readi.ng and

\,¡riting totals (r = 0.09; n = 36i p=0.6).

Table 4.3

Correlation Coefficients for propositions

Recalled and Produced

variable Mean s"D. Min. Max. g2 significance

PropR 22.44 4,08 15 29

.09 0 .6

PropP 40 "64 18.35 L7 99

n=36

Ilypothesis 1.3-1.9 There is no significant relationship

between readfng reca11 protocols and wrlÈing sample scores based

on the following story grammar categori.es: 1.3) seËting, I"4)

initiating evenË, i.5) goa1r 1.6) attempt,1"7) outcomer l.B)
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end, 1"9) internal response.

The results of a calculaEion of correlatíon coefficients on

the seven story gtamm¿¡ categories revealed a significant

relationship between recall and producfion of only one category

IR. Therefore, hypotheses I.3 to 1"8 were rejected, Ilypothesis

1"9 was accepted. In analyzing the correlation coefficients,

Table 4"4, the mean scores for recall and production of the SET,

A, 0, and E were not significantly related (r = "02r.06, .I4,

and .31, respectively; n - 36). The mean scores for recall and

production of the G and IE cat.egories were negaÈ.ively correlaEed

at a nonsignifi.cant level (goalr r = -"04; initiaEing event, r =

-.15). The only mean scores thaË revealed a signifícant but

negaËive relationship was the recall and producÈÍon of the IR

proposlÈlons (r = -.38; n = 36; p=.02) 
"
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Table 4.4

Correlation Coefficients for Seven Story Grammar

Categories and a production Task

Category Mean S.D"
Range

llin " Max.
Level of

Significance

SeË-PropR

Set-PropP

IE-PropR

IE-PropP

IR-PropR

IR-PropP

G-PropR

G-PropP

A-PropR

A-PropP

0-PropR

O-PropP

E-PropR

E-PropP

3.36

7 .I7

3 "25

9"78

2"68

1.36

1"61

I .56

4.08

6,7 s

5 "22

L2 "56

2"25

r.03

4

.02
16

4

-0.15
45

J

-0 .38
6

3

-0 "05
7

6

0.31
24

7

0"i4
2B

3

0 .05
4

0.9

0.36

0,02*

0.79

0 .07

0 .43

0"74

0"7

3"4

0.8

7"5

0.5

1,5

0"8

1.6

1"3

5"2

r"4

7"3

0"8

1.t

2

0

1

I

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

]rJ =

*p
36

.05
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Hypothesis 1.10 There is no significant relationship

between fourth-graders I reading comprehension and their

production of stor] gramm¿¡ categories in writing.

The results of a correlation procedure showed thaE there r^ras

a significant relationship beËween the subjects' mean readÍ-ng

scores and t,heir mean story gramrnar category scores based on the

sLory gramm¿¡ conponenÈ of the analyt,ic scale. Therefore, the

null hypot.hesis was rejected. Reading conprehension and story

granmar production are significanEly related (r = 0.45; n = 36;

p=.006) see Table 4"5"

Table 4.5

Correlation Coeffícient for Reading

Comprehension and Story Grammar Production

Variable Mean S"D. Min. Max. r Level of
Significance

Story Graromar 11.31 2"5 7 LB

Score
0"45 0.0059*

COMP Score 6.92 2.0 3 10

n=36
*p(.05
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General Question 2

Irlhat are the effects of abiliEy levels on production of

story grammar caEegories? a) I,Iil1 sËudents who are placed in

high, niddle, and low ability groups by their reading

eomprehension scores produce different st.ory grammar caLegorÍes?

b) I,Iill sÈudents who are placed in high, middle, and 1ow ability

groups by their writing scores produce different story graümar

categories ?

In answering these quesËions, the raw scores from the sÈory

grammar component of the analytic writing scale and the conbined

recall and comprehension probe scores were submitted to an

analysis of variance. secondly, the sËory grammar cornponent of

the wrlEing scale and the total rar¡r scores of the analytic scale

were submitted to an analysis of varíance, These results appear

in Table 4"6. Analysís of variance revealed that reading

comprehension was not a significant factor affecting story

grammar productlon between ability groups. Writing abiliry,

honrever, was a significant factor affecting story grammar

production. A sinple E-test revealed that there hras a

significant difference between high versus 1ow, and hÍgh versus

medium groups, but not between medium versus 1ow wriËing ability

groups, Table 4.7 presenEs Êhe deEailed data,
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Table 4"6

ANovA scores by Ability Groups in production of story Grammar

Categories

Sums of Squares df Mean Sq. F-Value Level of
Significance

COMP

Ability
Groups

Error

26 "097

r97.542 33 5,986

2 13,049 2.IB 0"129

TT,IS

Abflity
Groups

Error

48 .509

17 5.t29 33 5"307

2 24"255 4"57 0.017*

n=36
*p( 

" 
05
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Table 4 "7

t-Test Scores for Story Ç¡¿rnm¿¡ Category

Production By i^Iriring Ability Groups

ht"rrctior by Gro.tps
Grouping N Mean SGC ffi

High

Middle

Low

*p(.05

** p ( .005

9

20

7

13

LI "2

9"6

2"54** 1.94*

1"54

Hypothesis 2.1 There is no significant difference in the

production of story Brarnmar categories wriËten by s¡udenls \^r:ithin

1ow, middle and high abiliry groups based on Ëheir total reading

scores.

The resulËs of an analysis of variance showed that the mean

scores of the Ehree groups did not significantly differ,

therefore, the null hypothesis was accepEed. There r¡ras no

significant difference between Èhe three reading ability groups

in the writing of story graûrmar categories. Analysis of the

F-score, Table 4"6, reveals that F(1r35) = 2"L8, p=0.I29.

Hypothesis 2.2 There is no significanE difference in the

producËion of storY grammar categories in the rffiting samples and
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the total erriting ability scores of fourth-grade studenËs within

1ow, niddle and high abilíty groups based on their total wriring

s cores o

An analysis of variance was performed on the mean story

grafnmar scores. since the results indicated that there hras a

significant difference in Ehe ability groupsr production of story

grammar categories, the null hypothesis was rejected. Grouplng

based on writing ability significanËly affecred the producEion of

story grammar structures. rn considering the analysis of

variance scores, (Table 4"6), it r¿as found thaÈ F(1r35) = 4.57,

p( .05 .

A sinple t-test was ealculated on the mean story grar'mar

scores for the three groups. The resulËs of this calculation,

(table 4"7), indicared rhar the high ability wrlring group

significanÈly differed in story grammar wïiting ability frorn both

the rniddle and low ability groups, (t35 = 2"54, p(.005; t35 =

r.94, p<.05 respectively). The nlddle and low wriring ability
groups, however, did not differ signifÍcantly ín their abilities
to produce story gramm¿¡ struct.ures (t = 1.54).

General Question 3

l.Ihat are the relationships betr^reen overall writing ability
and the components of the analyËi.c writing scale (SCC, Char,
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Mech, Sents, St.y1e, and l{ordU) ?

To answer this quesÈion, the raw scores of the total

analytic writing scale (Tt,Js) were subjected Eo correlational

analysi.s together w'ith the raw scores of each of the conponent

parËs of the scale" The results of this analysis are reported in

Table 4.8. A stepwíse regression analysis was then undertaken to

deËer¡nine which components accounÈed for the variance in the

vrrlting scores. The results of the regression computaEion are

found in Table 4'9. Table 4.10 presents Èhe results of a facÈor

analysis. correlation coefficients for the segments of the

writing scale indicated a significant relationship, between TI,IS

and each component of the r,¡riÈ1ng scale" Results of the stepwise

regression procedure indicated that two segments of the scale

significanÈly affected the total wriËing quality: mechanics and

story grammar" Factor analysis resulÈs in the clustering of

variables around E\do factors largely represented by the styre and

characterization componenÈs .

InterraËer reliability for scorÍng of the T\^IS was "g2

accordi.ng to correration coefficienÈ calculations. when the

spearman-Brown prophecy formula r¿as calculated, interrater

reliability rose ro .93 (Mehrens & Lehmann, Lg75). Diederich

(I974) suggested that a reliabiliry coefficienr of ,g0 was

consídered adequace in assessing wriËten coupositions.
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Hypothesis 3.1 - 3.6 There are no statistical relat,ionships

between writing ability, as measured by the analytic wriËing

scale and the scores on the eomponents of that scale:3.1) story

grammar , 3.2) characteri.zation, 3.3) sentence struct.ure, 3.4)

style, 3.5) word usage and 3.6) nechanics,

Table 4.8

Correlation Matrix for TWS and the 6 Components

of the Analytic l"friting Scale

TT.TS

Mech

Sents

Style

SGC

Char

trrÏordU

TI^IS

i.0

Mech

,87

1.0

Sents

"86

"72

1"0

Style

"77

.56

.70

1.0

SGC

.86

"64

.65

,69

t.0

Char

.52

.47

.40

.r9

,39

r"0

I{ordU

.67

.54

.50

.46

.59

.54

1"0

n=36

Note: All r-values

the Style-Char¡ r =

are signíficant beyond the .05 leve1 except

.19

Correlation coefficient were

the analytic wriÈing scale and the

computed for

nean scores

mean scores on

all the

the

for
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categories of that scale" Result.s of the analysis indicat,ed that

all of the six categories showed a significant relationship w-ith

Ëhe overall r¡-riting scores, therefore, all six nu1l hypotheses

were rejected' The components of the wriEing scale were relat.ed

to Ehe overall writing ability scores.

In examining the correlatíon coefficients, Table 4.8, Èhe

component. showing the hÍghest r-value was Mech (r = 0.87,

p=0.0001); followed very closely by SGC (r = 0.865, p=.0001). The

third largest coefficient indicating a positive correlation was

SenËs (r = "863, p="000I), followed by Style (r = .77, p="0001).

I^Iordu and char also revealed a significant relationship to total

wrltlng abÍlfty (r= "67; n= 36; p=.001 and r= "52; n= 36,

p=.0012, respectively) .
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Table 4,9

Stepwise Regressíon for Writing Ability and

the Components of the Analytic Scale

Step

i

2

J

4

5

6

n=36

P<.05

Variable

Mech

SGC

Sents

I,IordU

Style

Char

B2

0.7 5

0"91

0,9 5

0 "96

0 "97

0.97

R

"87

.86

"86

"67

"77

"52

Significance

0.000 1

0"0001

0.000 I

0.000 i

0 .000 I

0.000 I

S.E.

3.2060

0"1687

2 "397 6

2,7 56L

2 "s795

2.1828

Stepwise regression calculations were undertaken to det.ermine

which components of the scale accounted for the majority of

variance in the total writing scores and Ehus best predicted

writing ability. Analysis of the step\,iise regression scores

indicated ËhaÈ the component Mech contributed Ëo the majority of

variance in the total writing score (r2 = 0"7504, p=.0001), Table

4"g. The second best predictor of wriËing abiliÈy was SGC (r2 =

0.9131, p=.0001). sents contribuÈed to 5 percenË of the varLance

(r2 = 0.9599; n = 36; p=,001) o The final Ëhree components uade

minor but significant conËributions to the variabiliuy ín the
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I^rriting scores: I,IordU: r2 = 0"9668, p=.0001; Style ,2 - 0"9716,

p=,0001; Char: 0"9744¡ p=o0001.

Table 4.10

Factor Analysis Computed on the Six Variables of the TI,IS

StyIe

SenÈs

sGc

Mech

Char

I.IordU

Rotated Factor PaËtern (Varinax)

Factor I

,88

.76

.73

"63

.14

"45

Factor 2

.09

.35

"3/

,49

.91

.58

n=36

Results of the factor analysis procedure are presented in

Table 4.10. The components of the TI,IS cluster around 2 factors

represenLed best by Lhe component of style and the opposing

component of characterization. Due to the sna11 sample in this

study, these dimensions nay noË be stable, therefore the

sËatÍstical results Eay be invalid. An analysis of the

correlation matrix, Table 4"8, however, support the general
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clustering of factors 1n that a rankÍng of correlations is

apparent wiEh Style, Sents, SGC, and Mech correlating híghly;

vrhile char, I^Iordu and Mech, to a lesser extent, are si.gnificantly

correlated.

General Question 4

will there be quali.Ëative differences in st.udents t use of

story grammar categories in their reading reca1l protocols and

Èheir independent wriLing samples?

The ansvrer to Èhis question shal1 be discussed under three

headings: reading ability, urriting ability and story granmar.

Reading abillty. An analysis of the mean scores of the type

of story grarurar cat.egories recalled by studenÈs w'ithin high,

average and 1ov¡ reading ability (based on COllp scores) was

undertaken, Table 4"11. The results indicated that high ability

studenEs recalled nore propositions than did average ability

students, whose scores, in turn, surpassed those of low ability

studenËs in the A, 0, E and Ëotal number of evenÈs categories,

The average ability means for the IE, IR, and G episod.es

surpassed Ehe high ability group means, which subsequent exceed.ed

the low ability mean scores in those categories. All groups

scored equally well in the Set category.

An examination of the mean number of propositions produced in
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wrlting by the rhree reading abiliry groups (Table 4.L2) lndicated

Ëhat students of average reading ability produce a grearer number

of propositions than high ability studenEs, who produced more

propositions Èhan lov¡ abílity students in the cat.egories of rE,

IR, 0, and total number of propositions produced.

Table 4.1 1

Propositions Recalled by Reading Ability Grouping

Group Set ÏE IR 0 E Total

IIigh

Average

Low

3"4

3"4

3.4

3.5

3"5

2"4

OELoJ

2"7

2"4

1.5

1.8

.9

4"9

4"r

3"0

6.4

5,1

4"3

2"5 25.6

2"4 22"8

I.6 17 .g

ToË,aI
Recalled

Mean (%)

n=36

127
ffi
"84

118w
"82

96
TõE

"89

58
TõE

.54

r47
ñ

.59

r78 81 799TÐ Tõã Tiõ'

"7L ,75 "72
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TabLe 4,12

Proposltions Produced by Reading Ability Grouping

GroupSeËIEIRGAOETotaI

Ifigh 5.6 7.5 1.3 1.6 8"9 13.2 i,l 34.1

Average 7 "9 10.9 1 "5 I.4 7 "3 13"5 1.1 47 "O

Low 5.7 7 I "I t.B 3.7 8.9 0.6 30.4

ToËal 258 343 47 56 243 442 37 1463
Produced

Mean 7 "2 9.5 1.3 1.6 6.8 I2.3 1.0 40.6
srb.lect

Mean 2"4 3.2 0.4 0"5 2.3 4"L .3 13"5
s tory

n=36

Production of G and rR propositions vras very similar across groups

(high, G = 1.6, IR = 1.3; average, G = I.4, IR = 1.5; Iow, G =

1.8, IR = 1"1). An increase in ability grouping revealed a

progression in Lhe mean number of A propositions produced in

writing (1ow = 3.7, average = 7"3, high = 8.9). Ihe average

ability group neans exceeded the comparable high and 1ow abillty
lneans in Lhe production of set propositions. BoEh high and

average studentst mean scores surpassed low ability studentsr

scores in Ëhe E category (high = 1.1, average = 1,1, 1ow = 0.6),
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l,IriÈing abllity. The mean r¡ritlng scores of all the

subjects were divided into three groups: high, average and. 1or.¿

ability based on Èhe raw scores of the analytic scale " These

group Deans were conpared across story grammar categories

recalled in reading, Table 4.13; and those prod.uced in writing,

Table 4.I4"

Table 4.13

Propositions Recalled by I.rrriting Abiliry Grouping

GroupSetIEIRGAOEToral

High 3"2 3"7 2"4 1.9 3"9 6 2"9 24.9

Average 4"4 4"0 3"6 2.1 5"6 6.5 2"g 27.9

Low 3.1 2.3 2.3 1.I 3"1 4"L I.4 tg.l
n=36
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Table 4.14

Propositions Produced by l,,Iríting Ability Grouping

Group Set IE GIR E Total

High

Average

Low

8.0

L2"I

10.9*

6.8

9.1

6"3

1.6

1.0

2"3

0"9

2.r

1.9

5"8

8"5

6.6

f.i

L7

12 "9

r"7 37.8

0.9 49.7

1.0 42.1**

*One subject produced

mean would be 5.2"

**One subjectfs total

score Èhe mean would

n=36

45 proposiËions, wiËhout this score, the

number of propositions was 99, w:lt,hout this

be 32.

An analysis of the mean scores revealed thaË average ability
r¿riËers reca1l more proposltions than do high ability writers, who

subsequently recall more È,han do low abiliEy writers in all story

grammar cat.egories except in the E category, Table 4.13. rn the E

category, both the high and average mean scores, which are

essenËia11y equa1, (2"9 and 2.8, respectively) exceed the low

group's score (l 4).

An examination of the mean number of propositions produced by

Ëhe three abilíty groups indicate that the average ability writing
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group produces the most proposiËions, followed by the low ability
group and then Èhe high ability group. This \Àras true for the

following story grammar categorj.es: IE, G, A, O and Eotal number

of propositions wriËten, Table 4,13. In one category, Set, the

average group reualned the greatest wriÈer of propositions

hor.¡ever, the high abÍlity group ouEranked. the low group (A = 9"1,

H = 6.8, L = 6,3). The low group, conversely, produced the

greatest number of rR, followed by the high, then average writing

ability groups (L = 2"3, H = 1.6, A = 1.0). The average group

also produced the least nurober of E proposltions, alühough similar

to the low abillty wríLing group, (A = ,09, L = I.0). The high

ability group outranked both groups ín this category alone (1.7).

Analysis of r-unlt length revealed that Ëhe most proficient

writers produced an average of 10.7 words per T-unit. The average

ability group scored a mean of 7.4 words per T-uni.t, and the least

proficient wríÈer produced an average of 7.6 words per T-unit

v¡ritten.

story grammar. The mean totals r¡ere calculaEed for each of

Ëhe seven story grâmrn¿¡ categories (in both types recalled and

.produced), Tables 4.11 and 4.I2, The total number of

propositions reca1led, the totar number of possible proposltions

and the mean number of propositions recalred for each category

are reported in Table 4,11. The total number of propositions
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lrrj.Eten, the mean number of propositions wrthin each category for

each subject, and the mean number of propositions within each

category per story, are recorded in Table 4,1I. The mean number

of story granmar episodes was also tabulated, Table 4"14"

An analysis of the mean scores indicat.ed that all story

graürmar caËegories \¡rere recalled in the followlng rank order: I.R,

set, rE' Er 0, A and G, Table 4.10" The mean score for the total
number of proposiÈions recalled was 72%.

rn considering the mean scores of story granmar propositions

produced, Table 4"r2, the least number of proposi-tions were

written in the E, IR, and G categories, (0.3r 0.4 and 0,5,

respectively). The caËegories containing the greatesË number of

propositions were, in rank order: O = 4.1, IE = 3.2, SeE = 2.4,

and A = 2"3. The average nunber of proposíËions produced per

sËory was 13.5.

An analysls of the mean number of episodes produced in

fourth-gradesr sÈorÍes showed a range from less than one to

greaËer than three epísodes per story, Table 4.15" single episod.e

sÈories were wriEten by 27"/. of the subjects, while two episode

stories were written by 36"/"" Thirty-one percenË of the students

r\zrote ruulti-episode stories and Ehe remaining sj.x percenE (two low

ability writers) produced passages containing no qualifiable

episodes.
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ïable 4"15

Mean Number of Episodes produced per SËory
by I,,rriting Ability Groups

Groups <t
Number of

I
Episodes
2>3 Total

High

Average

Low

9

20

1

2

7

2

4

7

2

J

6

1

0

0

2

Total

Summary

This chapter briefly outlined the study undertaken and then

presenLed the findings of thaË study. The flndings were reported

in response to the four generar quesËions and their accompanying

hypoËheses posed earlier. A discussion and summary of these

findings will appear in the followlng chapÈer.

361ii310



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The rnain purpose of this study was Ëo determine whether

fourth-graders' reading comprehensÍon and. writing ability were

significantly interrelated when considering story structure of

narrative text. synthesis of Ehe related research had indicated a

positive relat.ionship between reading abilicy and wriEing

performance. The nature of Ehe relationship, however, remained

unclear despiEe the number of studies conducted in this area

(Calda, L982; Shanahan, 1980; SLorsky, l9B3). Meanwhile, rhe

emergence of story grarDmars (Mandler & Johnson, rg77; Thorndyke,

1977; van Dijk, 1977) and the assumption Èhat the reader possess

an internalized counterpart (story schemata), (Bower, lg76; chodos

& Mosenthal, L97B) have permitted furEher invesEigation into the

nature of che relationship bet.ween text comprehension and Eext

production.

Researchers who have studied text sLructure have suggested

that Lhe readerts knor¿1edge of an appropriate schema for text can

facilitate comprehension bf that text (Chodos & Mosenthal, l97B;

Mandler & Johnson, Lg77; Meyer , Ig77). Moreover, it has been

suggested that che knowledge of an appropriate story schema may

also affect writing performance (Gordon & Braun, l9g3; Mosenthal,
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1983; Taylor & Beach, 1984). Therefore, ir has been hypothesized

Ehat the nature of the reading-writing relationship rnay be

specifically defined through uhe consideration of the story

slructure found in these two language acts.

The following main questions were asked in this study:

1. what ís Ehe relationshíp between fourth-graders I reading

and writing abilitíes based on free recall (propn), comprehension

probe (co¡æ), free recall plus comprehension probe (pcror) and.

analytíc writing scale (TI^JS) scores?

2" Irihat are Ehe effects of abílíty 1eve1s on production of

story graumar categories? a) I.trill students who are placed in

high, average, and low abillty groups by their Èota1 reading

scores (PCTOT) produce differenL story graurmar categories in their

independent writings? b) I{ill students who are placed in high,

average, and low abilíËy groups by their toEal wriËing scores

(TI^IS) produce differenL story grammar categories in their

independent TÀrrit ings?

3" hlhat are Ëhe relationshlps among overall writing ability

scores (TI^IS) and Èhe components of the analytic i¿riting scale

(SCC, Char, Mech, Sents, Style, and Wordu)?

4" I,Iill there be qualicative differences in studentsr use of

story grammar categories in thelr reading recall protocols and

their independenË wriEing samples?
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Summary of Ë.he Deslgn

The subjecü,s in this study \¡rere 36 fourth-grade students from

t.wo schools in the same suburban school division in winnipeg,

Manitoba, canada' All the students comprising Ehe fourth-grade

populaLion within the Ewo participating schools were included in

the study.

Testing instruments \,¡ere designed Eo assess each subjectrs

reading ability and writi.ng performance. The readÍng assessment

consisted of two short passages writËen according to sEory grarDmar

rules to represent ideally-structured stories (Mandler & Johnson,

Lg77). The subjects read each passage silently, retold Lhe story

to the examiner, and verbally responded to five inferential

questions about the passage. The retellings \.rere transcribed and

analyzed for presence or absence of propositional units appearing

in Ehe story. The proposiËions recalled hrere categorizeð,

accordíng to sEory gra[0mar struct.ures. The results of Ehe two

passages \¡Iere averaged to form a single score for each subject.

The writÍng samples r/¡ere rated for quality using a

three-poinL analytic scale created by the investi.gator. Each

subject v¡as asked Eo write Ehree stories from sEiururus pictures"

The three writing samples collected from each subj ect were

segmented into propositional units and T-units. The propositions

were classified accordÍng to their corresponding sËory grammar
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categories, and Ëhe categorles lrere further analyzed for toLal

number of epÍsodes and ordering of the episodes. Average T-unit

lengEh was Eabulated for inclusion in the sentence structure

component of Ehe writing scale. The three \^rriting sample scores

for each subject were averaged to arrive at a single

representat.ive score per student.

The results \,/ere anaryzed using five statistical procedures:

correlaEion, stepwise regression, analysis of variance, factor

analysis, and E-tests" The sAS-v (1985) program was used Eo

analyze the dat,a.

Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The findings and conclusions are summarized as follows:

I n correlation calculat.ions indicated that, reading ability

and writing performance were significantly related. Alr Lhree

measures of reading ability: total number of propositions recalled

(PropR), comprehension probe scores (CO}{P), and propositions

recalled combined with comprehension scores (pcrot) correlated at

a sËati.stica1ly significant lever with total wriËing performance

(TI^/S). Comprehensíon probe scores indÍcated the highest

relationship' Further, the results of stepwise regression

procedures revealed EhaE comprehension probe scores alone

conEributed significanËly to the writing score variance. rt was
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concluded Lhat of the Ehree measures of reading ability,

inferential probe questions were Ehe most valid predictions of

writing quality. Propositions recalled also proved Eo be valid

predicEors of wriLing quality, but noE Eo Ehe degree that the

inferentj-al probes were.

2" There \,ras no significant relationship between the Eotal

number of proposiËions recalled in reading protocols and Ehe Eotal

number of proposiEions produced in independent writings. These

findings suggested that beLEer readers did recall more

propositions than did Ehe less proficient readers. High ability

writers, however, T¡rroEe shorter stories, and t.herefore used less

propositions than did boËh average and 1ow ability writers. This

was apparent through a qualítaÈive analysis of Ehe data after an

analysis of variance resulted in a statistically nonsignificant

relaEionship.

3o Correlaríon coefficients calculated among the seven story

granmar categories (setting, initiating event, internal response,

goal, aEtempt, ouËcome and end) in Ëhe reading recall proEocols

and writing sanples revealed rhat only the "internal reacLion"

category showed a significant, negative correlation. The

remaining six categories were not statistically related" It \,ras

concluded thaL the abiliEy È.o recall story granmar categories in

reading did not necessarily indicate a similar abiliEy t.o produce
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recj.procal cat.egories ín writing, previous research had indicated

that the use of an inËact sEory schema to aid in recalling

information \^ras firmly in place by fourth grade (Mandler &

Johnson, 1977) " on the other hand, only select caEegories of the

schema \¡rere apparent in fourËh-graders' Í.ndependent wrÍ.tings

(Hansche & Gordon, 1983). Fourth-grad.ers' ability to apply story

schema in aiding recall of information preceded theír ability to

apply EhaE schema to enhance their independ.enË writing.

4" There \{as a significant relationship bet.ween reading

comprehension scores as measured by inferential quesEions and the

sEory granmar scores on Ehe writing scale. Therefore, it would

appear that the ability to answer inferenLial questions eras a

valid predictor of students' use of story granmar elements in

theír independent wriEÍng.

5. Analysis of variance did not indi.cate a significant

interaction beËween story granmar scores (sGS), comprehension

probe scores (COMP), and reading ability. The same measures di.d

show a significant difference beEween writing abiliËy groups,

FurÈherr t-t.est results showed a significant. difference between

high and average \.¡riting groups, as well as between high and row

writing groups" rt was concluded that, Ehe use of st,ory structure

has fully emerged in its influence of reading abiliry by

fourth-grade 1evel despite differing read.ing abiliries. T,,Iritren
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production, hor^rever, dfd not reveal the use of a fully developed

story st.ructure at this level. Less proficient writers have yet

to develop Ëheir schema so as to produce well-structured

narratives in their writ.ings.

6. The six components of the writing scale (story grammar

category, characterizatlon, style, sentence structure, word usage

and mechanics) were al1 significantly correlated wiËh the overall

writing quality scores. According t.o correlation calculations,

the best. predictors of wriLing ability \^/ere as follows, from

highest to lowest: "mechanics", "story granmar", "sent,ence

structure"r "style"r "word usage" and "characterization". Results

of stepwise regression calculations revealed Ehat "mechani.cs" and

"sEory graürmar" accounted for .91 of the variance in the overall

writing scores. Results of a factor analysis, however, indicaterl

Ehat two separate factors were being measured by the writing

sca1e. Those factors were best represented by the "style" and

"characÈerization" components of the scale. rÈ was concluded Ehat

while "mechanics" and "story grammar" account for much of Ehe

variation in wrÍEing quality, qualiEy writing scores can best be

predicEed by assessing "style" and "characterizaElon".

7 " A qualitative analysis revealed that:

a) ProficienË readers who scored high on inferentiar probes

generally recalled more propositions per caEegory Èhan did ¡he
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average and 1or¡¡ ability readers" conversely, Ëhe average ability

readers v/rote longer sEorÍes than did both high and low ability

readers. similarly, Ëhe average ability writers, based on toL.al

writing scores, reealled and produced a great,er number of

propositions than did the mosE and least profieient writers. The

most proficienE wriEers, wrote more syntactically complex

senÈ.ences than did Ehe average and less proficient writers

(average T-unit length: high ability wrÍtersr = 10.7; average

ability = 7.4; 1ow ability = 7 "6).
b) The story grammar categories were recalled in the

following order, from high to lovr: "internal response", "setting",

"initlatlng event" r "end" r "outcome", "attempt" and ',goal.."

categories most frequently used Ín the writing samples ranged

f rom: "outcome", "ini.Ëiating evenÈ", "sett.ing", "attempt,', ,,goa1'.,

"internal response" and "end". The mean number of categories

produced by all groups in their independent u¡ritings revealed that

"internal response", "goal", "attempt" and "end" struct.ures

appeared less than once per story.

It was concluded LhaE good readers and good writers, as

assessed by Ehe nunber of proposítions recalled in reading and

produced in writing sarnples, are noE necessarily one and the same.

Further, fourth-graders apparently used an internaLízed story

schema, wÍth varying levels of success, ro aid in recalling and
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producing texL.

Discussion

The findings and conclusions of this study need to be

considered within the context. of previous research findings.

Furthermore, factors which may have influenced the findings of

this study need to be addressed at this time.

Previ.ous research had concluded that reading and writing

performance are generally related (shanahan, 1990; stotsky, l9g3).

The results of this study support this conclusion and. further

define the nature of È.he relationship. The relationship between

reading and r+riting xnay be uore definitive v¡hen the level of

processing required by the two language acts are simirar, That

is, Kintsc].' (r977) reported that forming "macrosEructures"

involved in-depth processing of text and resulted in increased

comprehension and recall of that information. sinilarly,

inferenrial questions would demand a higher 1evel of processíng

than simpler recall tasks. Further, it has been previously

suggested that structure in productive writi.ng energes later than

does sËructure in story reca11. Therefore, it is probable that

the inferenËial abilíties and story structure production in

writing rnay be related due to comparable levels of processing

demands made of the language user. This suggests possible
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research lmplicatlons in that future studies of language

relationships need to ensure Lhat Lhe task requirements demand

siuilar levels of information processing. prevíous studies of

reading and writing nay have mismatched Lask requirements (i.e.

recall, recogniEion, comprehension, etc.) in assessment

inst,ruments (Evans, L979; Loban, 1963; Taylor , lgg}) " Results of

these sÈudies may have been different had the processing demand.s

required by the dependent measures been controlled.

A second variable which may have contributed Eo the findings

of Ehis st.udy involves the theory that story schema is

developmental . l"landler and JohnsorL (L977 ) suggested that

first-graders were able to effectivery use Ëheir sLory schema to

aid information recal1" Hansche and Gordon (19s3), hor"/ever,

reported that it wasnt E until eighth-grade that students used a

fully developed sLory schema to enhance the production of

narraËi.ve storles. The results of this study indicated thar

fourth-grade students recalled events from every story granmar

category in their recall protocols, however, they did not produce

events for all categories in their independenL r+ritings" rt. would

appear that the use of story schema in recalling informaLion

emerges well in advance of producing story struct.ure elemenLs in

wriËing.

The findings of this study question whether recalling the
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greatest number of propositions ln reading and producing the

greatesE number of propositions in writing are indicative of

superior reading and wriEing abilities. Average ability urriters

recalled and produced more propositions than did E.he above average

writers. The syntactic cornplexity of the average and low ability

groups were essenEially equal while their more efficient

counterparts produced t,ext with an average of 3 more words per

T-unit. rt is conceivable that efficient wriLers attend to Lhe

overall struct.ure and "gist" of the story while omitting minor

details" The average writ.ers may have been overattending Eo

deEails at Ehe expense of overall structure" This suggestion is

supported by the high number of evenL propositions ("inítiating

evenË.s", "outcome" and "attempt" caEegories) found in average

wrlEer?s composiEíons. stories of this type were frequently

characterized by a listing of events rather Ehan a cohesÍve

sEructuring of relating events.

llriting quality, as assessed in this study, appears to be

best predicËed by two dimensions: "style" and "characterization".

rt would appear Ëhat "st,yle" along \^rith "sentence structure",

"story grammar category", and to a lesser extent, "mechanics", are

measuring abilities different from "characEerizaEion" r "word

usage", and, to a certain degree, "mechanics". The "style"

cluster seems to be rnainly concerned wiËh Ëhe learned conventions
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associated with wrlting quality. That is, the function of

conventj.ons such as title, organization, sentence variety,

cohesive devices and mechanics and overall quality of writEen

products appear to be a common factor in this cluster of writing

components" "CharacEerízaEion" and its related components,

however, appear t.o be assessing the wriLerts abiliEy to use

vocabulary effectively in communication. Therefore, it is

suggested thaL wriËing assessments need to measure vocabulary

development and use of \^rriting conventionsn at minimum, when

drawing conclusions about r+riEing qualiËy"

Fina11y, iE would appear EhaE fourth-graders use Ëheir

knowledge of an inËernalized story schema Eo direct reading recall

as well as writing performance. Hígh ability readers and writers

use theír schema to direct reading and'writing in a similar

manner, as evidenced by a compari.son of mean propositions recalled

and produced per story graümar cacegory (tabtes 4.ll to 4.14).

It may well be that less profÍ.cient writers have not fu11y

developed Ehe ability Eo incorporate all components of Eheir

internalized schema in their independent writings. Future

research needs to investigate whether lnstruct.ional intervention

could overcome this lack of sLruclure.
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Limitations

Some of Ehe limitations of Ehis study are as follows:

l. The r^¡riting assessment created for Ehis study did not

include a number of variables which have been shown to affect

writing performance. Mosenthal (1983) suggested that audience,

teacher influence and social context influence writing ability.

unfortunaEely, Ëhe naEure of this sÈudy did not a1low for Ehese

factors to be conErolled.

2. The sample studied was small and isolaEed to one

residenEial area \^rithin a single school division" The result,s of

this sÈudy are generalizable only to sinilar populations.

3" The reading passages were wric.ten and strucËured for this

study and hence may not be representative of regular classroom

reading tasks 
"

4' The story grammar used to anaLyze Ehe readÍng passages and

writing samples may not be generalizable Eo more complex text,

The findings are lirnited Eo Lhe rnaÈerials used. in t.his study.

5. The picture stímuli may have influenced Ehe subjectsf

wrltíngs in that only one character was depict.ed per illustraÈion.

rn reality, studenls may not linit their stories to a single

protagonist.

6" The use of sEory schema can only be inferred as a

significant factor influenclng reading and r¡rriEing ability.
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Knowledge of sËory grarnm¿¡ was found to be a factor contributing

to reading and writing performance. The existence and role of

story schema, however, remains an unmeasurable entity" oEher

fact.ors, not considered in this study, may also have affecËed the

outcome.

7 " This study \.ras linited to measuring language products, as

opposed Eo the actual processes involved in reading and wrlting.

The rationale for studying the v¡riEing product emanated. from

Bereiter and scardamaliafs (1983) suggestion that a direcr link

exísts beËween Ëhe language product and process, and that text

analysis can provi.de valuable insights ínÈo Èhe process of

composing.

Inplications for Future Research

The results of Èhis sËudy indicate a number of avenues for

future research:

1. Much could be learned from adding a process couponenE to

the product Eeasure used in this study. An analysis of reading

and wriËing behaviors may furÈher define the role of story schema

knowledge 1n the reading-wriring relationship.

2" rnÈervention studies need Ëo be conducted to det.ermine

whether story schema knowledge is affected by d.irect instruction

following the dÍrection taken by Gordon & Braun (1982), and

Hansche & Gordon (i983) c
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3. The srudy of subjects wirh varled readlng and wriring

abílities may reveal more precisely Ehe impacL of story schema

knowledge on written language producEion.

4 " Future research needs to address questions raised

regarding the 1eve1 of processing required by the various language

arËs tasks. The work of Taylor and Beach ( l9s4) , focusing on

summary wriEing of expository material could be ext,ended to

narraEive material using Kintch's (1977 ) "rnacro-structure"

formation Ëo conpâre reading and writing performance.

Classroom Irnplications

A number of classroom implications can be dravm based on the

findíngs of the present study:

I o rnstrucEÍon i.n texË structure organization, specifically

story granmar elementsr mây be of value to rniddle grade students.

This type of instruction may enhance read.ing and writing

performance" Thls may be of greatest benefit to the less

proficient readers and r,¡riters.

2. I^Iriting perforrnance assessmenEs need to consider a number

of variabres. NarraËive writing assessments must measure

vocabulary usage and knowledge of r^rrit.ing conventions, at minimum,

in order to formulate an accuraEe picture about studentsr wriling
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quality.

3, Middle grade teachers could enhance direct writing

instruction through incorporating objectives addressing Ehe

importance of both word usage and writing conventions in

independent r¡iriting .

4" since reading and writing have a shared basis of language,

educalors need to ensure that integraÈed teaching approaches are

used in language arts instruction"
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APPENDIX A

Reading Materials

A. i) Passage A

ii) Proposition Breal<clovm and Recall Record

iít) Comprehensfon Check

B. í) Passage B

ii) ProposiÈion Breakdovm and Reca1l Record

iii) Comprehension Check
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PASSAGE A

There \,ras once a boy named Tin who \^renË to live in a strange,

new city. Tirn didntt like his new home and he haËed his new room

because it had a bíg, dark closet. I{e would wake up at night

thinklng ÈhaË he could see the closet door slowly opening, IIe

wished he could find some way Ë,o feel confident that nothing would

come out, of Èhat closeÈ and hurt hín while he slept, o IIe tried to

sleep wiÈh the lights on to see if that door was rea11y opening in

the nicldle of Ëhe night. But that didn't help because the light

kept hím awake all nighto One evening Tín found a small, shiny

bell. lle picked up the bel1 and ran to his room. I{e tied the

bell around t.he closet door handle" Now he would hear thaË door

opening. From then on, Tim slept very wel1"
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PASSAGE A, Proposltlons and Reca1l Record

Uncued Cued

S i. There was once a boy named
Tin.

S 2. tr^Iho went Eo live in a
s trange, ner¡r eíty.

IR 3. Tirn didn't like his new
home.

IR 4. And he hated his ner¿ roou
because it had a bign dark
closet..

ïE 5, IIe would wake up at night
thinking that he could see
the closet door slowly
opening.

G 7 " And hurÈ hin while he
s1ept.

A B, Ile tríed Eo sleep with the
llghts on ro see if Ëhat
door was really opening
in the níddle of Èhe nighr.

0 9. Bur that didn'r help
because the lights kept
hín awake all níght.

IE 10. One evening Tirn found a
sma1l, shiny be11"

trrlho was t.his story
about?

Where did this story
take place?

IIow dÍd Tln feel
about his new hone?

Hovr did Tin feel
about his new room?
llhy?

trlhat was TÍmts
problen?

What rlid Tin think
would happen íf the
door opened?

Itow did TiD try Èo
solve his problern?

Did his solution
work? I+Ihy not?

Irrhat did Tirn find?

G 6. IIe wished he could find
some eray to feel confi.d.ent Lrhat' did he wish he
Ëhat nothing could come could do?
out of the closet.



A 11" He picked up the bel1

A 12. And ran to his room.

A 13. He tied Ëhe bell around
the closet door handle 

"

0 14" Nor¿ he would hear that
door opening"

E 15" From Ë.hen on, Tín slept
very well,

L22

Name 3 things T1m
dÍd after he found
the be1l?

How did the beIl
solve Ti.m's
problens ?

How did the story
end?
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COMPREI{ENSION CHECK - PASSAGE A

I " I^IHAT I^IOULD BE A GOOD TITLE FOR THIS STORY?

(Main idea - the title should suggest the main idea of the

story. Eg. Timts Closet, Tim Solves a problen, A Scary

Problen" . .),

2 " I,{IIY DID TIM FEEL BETTER AFTER TYING THE BELL TO THE DOOR

HANDLE? (Cause - effect., Answer should connect the bel1

ringing to Timrs need for assurance that the closet wasnrt

opening and/or if the door did open, that. he could sornehow

escape harn).

3" ITTIAT DOES THE I{ORD ICONFIDENTI MEAN?

(Vocabulary - Ëo be sure of oneself - certain of one's

ability) .

4" I4TI{AT TS THIS STORY TRYING TO TEACI{ US?

(Thene - the answer should suggest some general moral rerated

to the story. Eg. Don?t be afraid of the dark. Al1

problems can be overcone).

5. DO YOU THINK THAT TIM WAS A BRAVE BOY? I\II{Y OR I^IIIY NOT?

(Characterization - eiEher yes or no is acceptable provided.

that the answer ís backed up with reasonable evidence from

the story).
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PASSAGE B

Sam rn¡as an old brown bear who loved to eat honey. As he

walked through the fields one morning, he came upon a farmerfs

beehive" The sme11 of the sweet honey made hirn feel very hungry.

He decided that he want.ed honey for his breakfast. so, sam hit

one of the hives with his big paw. The bees all swarmed about,

but no honey came out of the hive" so, he jamued his paw into the

little doorway in the hive" sarn had to push rea11y hard to get

his paw into Èhe hive. But, when he tried t.o puI1 his paw out for

a lick of honey, he found that the hive was stuck tight to his

pav/. Poor Sam had to go back hone dragging Ëhe hlve with hin"

Old San vras not only hungry, but he also had a very sore par¡r.



rR 5' The snell of the s!¡eeE honey How did the honey make
uade him feel very hungry. hirn feel?

S 1. Sam hras an old brown bear

S 2. r¿ho loved to eat honey.

IE 3" As he walked Ëhrough rhe
fields one morning

IE 4. he came upon a farmerts
beehíve "

G 6" He decided that he wanted
honey for his breakfasE.

A 7 " So, San hit one of the hives
with his big paw,

0 8" The bees all sr^rarmed about,

A 10. So, he janmed his paw into
the little doorway Ín the
hive.

A 11. San had to push really hard
to get his paw into the
hive,

O 12. But, when he tried to pul1
his paw out for a lick of
honey,

0 13. he found that the hive was
stuck tight Ëo his paw.

0 14o Poor San had to go back home
dragging the hive wlth him.

PASSAGE B, Propositions and Recall Record

L25

Who was in this story?

Tell ne about him.

Where was Sam walking?

I,'rhar dÍd he find?

What did he decide Ëo do
when he smelled the
honey?

How did Sarn try to get
the honey?

What 2 things that

Then how did Sa¡n try to
get the honey?

Tell how San got his paw
into the hive,

Name two things that
happened after he got his
pavr into the hive.

lrrhat happened afÈer he
couldnrt get his paw out?

happened when he hit the
0 9. but no honey came out of the hive

hive.
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E i5. 01d Sam was not only How did Sam feel at the
hungry, end of Ëhe sEory?

E 16. But, he also had a
very sore paw!
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COMPREHENSION CHECK - PASSAGE B

1. I,HAT WOULD BE A GOOD TITLE FOR THIS STORY?

(The üitle should specifieally suggesË Ehe main idea of the

sËory. Eg" Sam Gets No Breakfast, Sam and the Beehive...).

2 " WIIY DID SA.l"f HAVE A SORE PAI,I?

(Cause - effect, Ëhe ansr^rer should relate the sore paw to

eíÊher sam's forcíng of his paw into a space too small for it
and/or Ëhe bees stinglng his paw when it was sEuck ín the

hive) .

3 " I4IHAT DOES TI{E I,IORD SI^IARMED tfEAN?

(Vocabulary - to fly in large numbers).

4 " I,IHAT I,IAS THIS STORY TRYING TO TEACI{ US?

(EnphaEic ending/theme - the ansr^rer should suggesË some

general moral related Eo this story. Ego Don't take whatrs

not yours" Dontt stick your hand where it. doesn?t

belong.. ").

5 " D0 YOU THINK SA-l'{ I,IAS GREEDY? I^IIIY 0R I,IIIY NOT?

(characterization - eit,her yes or no is acceptable provided

the evaluation is backed up w-iEh reasonable evidence from the

story).
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APPENDIX B

Writing Assessment

A. Detailed Gufdelines for Scoring I.IriËing Sarnples

B" Analytlc Scale Scoring Sheer
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Guidelines for Scoring AnalyËic I^Iriting Scale

I Story Structure

A. Setting

1. Protagonist indicated in general"

2" Protagonist, time and place are given specifically"

3. Protagonlst, time and place are given ín descriptive

terms, as well as information the reader needs to

understand rhe events that fol1ow"

B. Episode

i) Beglnning

I. Beglnning Íncludes some general action on the

protagonlstrs part.

2" Beginnlng specifies some iniÈíating event and

generally alludes to the relationship with the

prot.agonist.

3. BegLnning specifies a definite initiating evenE

causlng some internal reaction (be it sinple or

complex; inferred or sÈaÈed) 
"

ti) Development

1" Sirnple, unimaglnaË1ve sequence of events wiÈh some

general índication of a goal and outcome.

2, EvenËs are sËrucËured 1n such a way as to indicate
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either an inferred or staEed internal reactíon

on protagonistts part., some form of attempt to

reach a given goal (which may be synonymous with

internal reaction) and a definite outcome.

There is some cause and effect relaLionship

between an att.empt. and outcome.

3" All everlLs in the episode are clearly connecLed by

causation; there is a definiËely stated goa1,

at least one at.tempt and a definite outcome,

There may be evidence of e¡nbedding of event,

St,ruclures.

tli) Ending

1" Lacks closure"

Lack of reasoning for specific endlng.

Trite ending" Relates only Ëo irnrnediately

preceding event 
"

2" Ending is relaLecl to the development of Lhe whole

story. Wraps up the story.

3" Ending follows logícally from the story. Ending is

emphatic and wraps up the story r^rith a flourish"

May resemble a moral"
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C" Cohesion

1. Story lacks coherence.

Event.s told in sequence, but without a cause and

effect relationshlp.

Unexplained conflict in the logic of Ehe story.

2. Events are relaLed logica11y, Eemporally and some

evidence of cause and effect.

3. Events and/or episodes of Ehe story are clearly

relat,ed by cause and effect relaEionship,

Embedded event and episode sÈructures are clearly

marked wiËh cohesÍve devices.

D. Orderlng of Grammar Categories

I" Nodes out of acceptable order (ie. not followfng

settlng, inltiatlng event, attempt, outcome,

ending order).

No uarking to indicate a change of order.

2" Some reordering of nodes, buÈ order is narked with

explíclt sÈatements (eg" flashbacks). A1l baslc

struct.urès present: seÈting, beglnning (may be

omÍtted in repeaËed episodes), development and

ending.

3. ALl nodes are present in the ldeal order,
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E.

t" Story contaÍns many episodes (characterLzed by

change in protagonist and/or change in goal

pattern) which are not causally or ternporally

marked in the story.

Story contalns more Lhan one episode which is

Èemporary related r¡¡iËh the use of tthenr.

Story contaíns a single episode.

Story conÈains more than one episode, subsequent

episodes are relaÈed causally or are ernbed.ded

preceding outcomes.

2^

a

1n

FO Thene - End Enphasis

L Story does not, have a theme.

t

further descriptlon.

Characters are described

Characters are descrlbed

and act ín accordance

Theme is stated as a moral at the end of the

summarlzed in the concluding statements.

Theme is an integral parË of Ë,he story.

s tory , or is

3.

ïï Characterization

ln characters are ldentified by nane, noun, or pronoun wiËh no

2"

3.

physically, psychologically, or both.

physically, psychologically, or both,

with the descriptÍon given.
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III Style

A. Tltle

t. There is no title. The story and title do not

match,

2" The títle is very general and tells little abour

the story.

3. The title is interesEing or clever, builds desi.re

to read the story.

B. Oríginaliry

1. The story is a retelling of a known story, or has

obviously been copied.

2" The basÍc idea and deveropment of the story rnight

be expected f,rom internediate grade children.

3" The basic idea and deveropment of the story show a

new outlook, orÍ.ginal thought.

IV Sentence Structure

A, Fluency

1. T-unit length belo¡t¡ lever expecÈed for 4th graders

(<8)

2" T-Unir length average for grade 1evel (g-9)

3" T-Unir lengrh above average ()9)
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B " \/ariety

1. Sentences are short or choppy. The same pattern

rnay be repeated" Lacks fluency. Lack of

sentencing,

2" sentence read without noticeable breaks, and there

is some variety in pattern.

3, There is greaL variet.y of sent,ence paEt.erns, some

rather complex.

C" Use of Connectives

ln rAndt is used Ëo create run-on sentences. One

connectJ.ve, such as fthenr or tsor is used

ext,ensfvely with little intrinsic meanlng.

2" The same connective is used repeatedly, but wiËh

ueanlng. T1te transitions are not particularly

smoo Èh "

3. connectives are used logicarly and creat.e a smooË.h

ÈransiËion.
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V l^Iord Usage

A. Vocabulary

1. Comuon, fairly general words are used. The same

words rnay be used repeatedly.

2" Accurate, preclse, but not unusual words are used.

3. Vívid, descript.ive word.s are used"

B" Names

1" Characters are not named, are referred. to by

Pronouns.

2. At least one characËer is named., using acËua1

names.

3" Nanes are created for imaglnary creature, or Ëo

rnatch a character.

Unusual names are used.

VI Mechani.cs

An

l. Two dtfferenË pronouns are used. to refer to the

same anËecedent.

There is a confusing change of verb tense.

2" For the mosÈ part,, pronoun usage and verb tense are

consj_stent wÍth Lhe meaning of È.he passage"

Some verb inflections nay be oniÈted.
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3. For Ë.he entlre story pronoun usage and verb tense

are consistent with the meanÍ.ng of the passage.

B" Paragraphing

1. No attempt nade at separating sentences inEo

paragraphs despíte the need for more than one

paragraph.

2. Single error in paragraph forrnat.

3. Paragraph format used correctly.

C. Punctuation and Capltalízation

1. Many errors in punctuatlon and capitallzation (more

Èhan 5 errors) "

2" A few errors in punctuation and capitalization (3-4

errors) .

3. Capitallzes and punctuates correctJ.y (O-Z errors).

Do Spelltng

1" Many nisspelllngs, even of very ordinary words.

Detract,s from readabillty.

2" 0n1y a few words mtsspelled which do not deEract

from readability.

3" Words are basically spelled correctly (less than 2

errors). Spelling attracEs little or no

attention "
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ANALYTIC I^IRITING SCAIE - SCORING SHEET

Directions: For each qualíty listed be1ow, circle Lhe number thaL
best describes the position of this paper on the
fol1owíng scale fron htgh to low"

ï. Story Structure
A. Setting
B" Episode - Beginning

Development
Ending
Cohesion
orderlng of Categories
Number of Episodes
Theme

Total Story Structure Score

II" Characterizatlon
Total Characterizat.ion Score

III" Style
A. TlËle
B. Originality

Total SËyle Score

IV. Sentence Structure
A" Fluency
B. Variery
C. IJse of Connecti.ves

Total Sentence Structure Score

I^Iord Usage
A. Vocabulary
B. Names

Total l{ord Usage Score

Irigh
3

3

3

J
3

3

J

3

Mlddle Low
2L
2L
2T
2L
2t
2l
2l
2L

/z+

/z

/6

3
J

3

2
2

2

1

I
I

/g

Vo

/o
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VI. Mechanics
A. ï{ord Usage
B. Paragraphfng
C. Punctuat.íon
D" Spelllng

Total

and Capitalization

Mechanics Score

I
I
I
I

2

2
2

2

3
J

J

3

TOTAL SCORE =

/tz

/øo
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APPENDIX C

Outline of Procedures for Data Collection

A. Reading InsËructlons

B. I,Iriting Inst,ructlons

C. CharË of llríting Procedures t.o be Followed
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A. Reading Instructions - One-Èo-one

ï am interested in ftnding ouL what children remember abouc a

story after Ehey have read it" I would like you to read 2 stories

for me and I will ask you Eo tell rne what you remember about the

story when youtve finlshed reading.

I am going to E,âpe our sesslons so I can lísten to thern

carefully later

This is the first story, (student was presenced with first

passage). I want you Ëo read it carefully to yourself. Remember,

when you are finlshed reading, I want, you to tell ne, as exactly

as you can, all that you remenber frou E,he story. I will also ask

you a few questions about Ehe story

Any questlons.

Read rhis Ëo find out what happens to Tin/Sam (passage ¿,/¡).

(After child had finlshed readíng the passage was Eaken back) 
"

Now tell me as much as you can remember about the story you

just read.

(froposítíons recalled were checked off. trlhen Lhe subject no

longer offered inforrnatíon spontaneously): Can you think of

anything else? (After a 5 second pause, cued recall questions

were posed, addressfng those proposltions not given during free
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reca11, followed by the 5 conprehension probes).

upon completion of the first reading task, one to two minutes

were taken t.o collect background information on Ehe subject (name,

age, grade, bfrthdate, address, siblings, teacherfs name,

ínterests). 0n1y the student's name and birthdate were recorded.

for use in the sÈudy. The second passage was then presented

following Ëhe same procedure out,lined for passage A"
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B. I,Iritlng Ins tructi.ons

i) Prewriting Session - Whole Group

ï am inLerested in learning about how children write

sLories" I am going to ask all of you to wriLe 3 stories for me

over the next 3 weelcs.

Today Irm going t,o shour you what I want you to do when you

write Lhese stories. First wet1l write one story together and

then It11 ask you to write your or¡tn stories.

Irm gofng Eo collect the stories that you v¡rite and share

thern with oËher people who are also interested in how children

write. I will nake copíes of your stori-es for you Ëo keep and

share with your class, parents, Ëeachers - whoever youtd ltke"

Letrs get started. Now remember to pay att.entlon because

this i¿ill help you write your ovrn storfes later.

1. Here is a picture that we can make up a story abouË

(overhead projector \^ras turned on so subjects could all see Ëhe

stímulus picture) " A very f.nportant part of wríting ís thinking.

I'd like you to thfnk about what's happening in thÍs pict,ure,

(Exanlner paused here to a1low for reflection, eager subjects were

asked to r^rait a moment so that everyone had time to get Lheir

t,houghts LogeEher).

2. Letrs list Ehe ldeas you've come up with. (Examiner

recorded key words of all ideas generated by the subjects until no
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Itrore space \,ras lef t on uhe blackboard) " This helps people writ.e

because they need to have a number of possibilfËies so Ehey can

choose the ones they like best to write about.

3. I^Ie have plenty of ideas, letf s organize these ideas.

Letrs puË the same number in front of those ideas that go

together. (Beginning with the first idea), do any ideas go

together with (first tdea) ? (Examiner erent through all ideas

with subjects in thls manner with sEudents responses dict.ating the

groupings).

Now leLrs elininaEe the ideas Ehat say the same thing,

(Examiner lead the group through the list, and wit.h group

dÍscussion elimínated redundant ideas).

Now letrs get rid of the ideas that we dontt vranL t.o use Ín

our st,ory. (A voEe was taken as to which grouping would be

chosen, ie. ideas with numbers l, 2, 3, or 4 ".. in front of

Ëhen).

Rememberr you need to prepare whaE you want t,o write abouË

before you write so Ëhat your story nakes sense.

4. Now we can wriËe our story" (tndivídual students were

called upon t.o generate a sentence from the ideas - key words

chosen lo be written abouË,. Each sentence \,ras created in this

nanner. Subjects sometimes chose t.o extend the sentence given by

the previous studenL, Discussion \{as permitted when the senËence
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violated the grammar of the sentence or the unity of Lhe story,

this was never instigated by the examíner. Sentences \.rere

recorded by the examiner on the overhead projector as subjects

dictaCed)" I^Ie need to select. the best ideas to be written down ín

Our stories.

5. Letts reread our story to see if iÈ makes sense. Lrhat

eLse should vre look for r¡hen we proofread? (Students generated

all of the following in both groups studíed: spelling,

capitalizaËion, punctuation, good senÈences and it needs a title).

One subject was asked to read the story aloud, sentence by

sentence to permit changes to be made as subjects recognized

errors.

6. Our story is complete. (Overhead \ras turned off). I will

have our story typed and I wíll give iÈ to your teacher t.o keep.

Now, letrs go back to rhe steps !üe \,rent through in writing

thís story" (Students offered the steps verbally while the

exarn-iner guíded the organizatíon and recorded the sËeps into a 3

step procedure on the board). This is what lrd like you to do

when you wrlte your 3 sËories. I rsill have a copy of t,hese steps

for you to remember what we did today,
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ii) Wricing Sessfons I - 3

(ttre examiner posted the chart of Ëhe 3 step writing

procedure to be followed. One subject was called upon to orally

read the steps to the class).

Remember, I would like you to follow these steps when you

write your stories" Please don't t.alk unless you need to ask

someone how t.o spel1 a word. Most people can't Ëhink when someone

else is t,alking, we need to keep Ehe noise down so that. everyone

can do his/her besc.

You are to \,rrite a story about the piclure that you will be

given" It is your story so you can say whatever you t"¡anË about

the picture" If you need help w1Èh a spelling or you have some

other question, please raise your hand and I will corne over to

help you.

You wlll have 30 minut.es to r^rrite your st,ory, if you are

f inished bef ore thaË t,iüe, come to the table and Ë.ake a puzzLe to

work on. If you need. more time, you mây stay here and finish your

s Èory.

Are there any questíons? (Plctures, papers and pens were

dis tributed) .

I^Irite your name and todayrs date at the top of che page, Èhen

you nay begin"
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C. Chart of Ï^Iriting procedure to be Followed

** I{riting Steps **

1. BEFORE YOU WRITE

- look at the picture

- think of as many ideas as you can

- put your ideas together

- pick the best ideas

2. I^IRITE YOUR STORY

3. READ YOUR STORY OVER AND CORRECT MISTAKES
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APPENDIX D

Story Grammar Categories Deflned
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Story Grammar Categories - (Mandler & Johnson ' 1977)

1. SETTING: Introduces the protagonisE and other characters '

May include tíme and locale of the story along with

information necessary for understanding the evenËs that

f ollow.

2" INITIATING EVENTS: Sornething happens whích causes the

prot.agonist to react 1n some waY'

3. INTERNAL RESPONSES: A simple or complex reacLion on the

protagonist's part. Sirnple reacEion may consist of an

emotion or engagement in a relatively planless action" A

complex reacLion - usually a reaction follor'red by a goal

plan.

4. !}[, A stateúent of the protagonistf s aim which dictates

LhedirecÈionthestoryshalltake"NOTE:Goalpathsare

recursive and any number of attempts to reach that goal

may occur. However, if Èhe protagonist changes that

goal, a new ePisode begins'

5. ATTEMPT: The proËagonist's actíon(s) to find some v¡ay to

reaLize the goal.

6. OUTCOI"ÍE: A local consequence' the immediate result of a

particular attemPt, it is causally connectàd to the

aÈtemp t .

7. ENDING: Should be related to the development as a whole -
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not

Ehe

sinply an outcome of some evenË,. May

begínníng, the protagonlst's reacLion

refer back to

or the attenpt.


